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The Murderer Rulloff.
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1
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in their health than
more
;iiv ji•;tiic-'ii
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11;
middle
ol May, even in ;
:n
u
Maine,1
M.:,oii, by m :;in_ their l.o with an
»n\cr-s of he.il, mnl birring tin
into’
llir wool in the condition of hi.
When shfip are onnp ’l. ,] to i;-,;ii(( and
<
irrv their lleeces, it is no! merely the oil
that passes into the ih-« ce that 1.- lost i'rom
tin* carcass, While tin- loss <>| j'at c
I re- |
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i\
he i’
!
Mi;- appewhen sh< ep o: «»♦r
tite ani.l sweat simultaneously, they neces- ;
heeuusr they dil!
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ntralyZed and.
Uihe.it til at
wanted h\ tile .V'.Uie r\e111fus< s t ;-,e l.d oi the meat into i n* oil
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not
1111\
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Sheep
\ ’on ! ivc
cMlits !
ih !: in* mi 1 he
u-« Miai
ram .in: the old Merer, hut they are plVm I. d iioiii making the best and most nate
n
a I 11
,p tin* best par: o; the nrass seaNo!
ou.
hav in:; uppe'ite to consume
nilleii Mias*., the little the\ eat In !o)V -lie it
ina merely keeps them ali\e: but they eat
> o little to tn-doami digest
In ;ii t In e or
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How

to

Raise

Turkeys.

Where are

1'. L. Kcade, a farmer of Connecticut
writes as follows : lor the last ten years a
multitude of farmers east of the Hudson
a:; ! not a few west have made more money
iioin their turkeys than from any other one
kind of stock. Ten well-managed turkey
h« im will give a larger net profit than two
ows, if, in addition to good management,
the tanner has good luck.
The first six
weeks in the life of the young are the most
.ioii-.
After
that
time
p
they are comparatively safe. Some men out of a batch
•■la hundred never lose one; and this is the
Let the mother of
way they manage them
the new-born brood choose her own time
tn leave the nest.
Removing a turkey is
always bad policy. As soon as the nest is
hdt make a yard twelve feet square by setting boards edgewise. Remove the turkey
and her brood inti) this little pen. wherein
they should be kept for at least six days.
After which they may be let out in the
nn Idle of the day, and permitted the range
«•:
an
acre; but they must always be
u Jeered at least an hour before sundown
!i
to the pens to remain until the dew is otf
row
! !,i
next morning, and all the day if there
rile best .| 'he fr. d
-,H| N 1 r. .in till*
> tli
least appearance of a storm. When
middle of May till tin M n duly. 'This is the mother leaves the nest, wash the naked
die best par'
of
tin urass si *i<ni». die nather body thoroughly with tobacco
part
ural season lor vouin: annua
to
,o\v. and
jure to kill the inevitable lice; and at the
: ie:. lveoarow u ones to gain ih
h
1
same
time, dust thoroughly the young
..... d ;is to other aniiuais. imori-1 in the turkey.1' with some vermin destroying powder.
No one thing kills as many young
use of sheep.
tunlturkeys as these parasites. Asa preveni.: a,
et the sheep, ami tin' enfeebling of* tive. sulphur and snulf mixed in
equal
The sweating process quai lilies, and dusted on the nest after the
their eonstitution.
i I’msh.
;• ads to i-xiianstion au-1'ol»ut i m law lew been sitting two weeks is recom! 1 ■!
!>nt lmlhinor should nivvent. the
v es
w heii annuals are hey d '«> sutler the
sive lira! arising n-ni!
a it- n.: their old ; wa.-hing or the motlier or the dusting ol
-1
in
ii:.
>r
the
in*
Meet es tdl late
.July,
young tin day the mother leaves the
n«M.:uid two days after the young have
l it tii«- .didl.
thi- [Tin <»l lli< sen-on. rat'!i‘ hi:.! !:.»rsi*s
Young turkeys require but
t urowlli, U.causi
make ill* most. and
li'tlr Mod, yet they need to be fed as often
ass.
as Duo' an hour forthcllrst week.
or,
CoarseI-May
lover, ami other herbage on wliicli farm ground cooked Indian meal mixed with
stork subsist is uiu>L ianally growing, and
->ur-milk curds and line-chopped hard
1 heiefore iiioiv ti-ud.i'i and easy .•!
ibges- boiled eggs, is the best food for the first
a- n
iion than later in the
and. though
month. After that the eggs may be left
«‘ther herbage nun be natural and -uUable. out, the meal ground a little coarser, and
curds, if you have them, used in a
grass is the principal
t. wr keep them
1U’ keeping them ui>
larger measure than at first. As soon as
\\i\n ami weak, till tie- grass is no longer they can swallow whole grain, give them
ti ndor or as i\hi;i .i: • tod. and I think llto ; that, and then all trouble in this direction
onelnsion ..itibnlv ioilo\v> that thousands is at an end. i'ntil they are two months
i>'
sheep a:-' in this -,\a\ dwarfed. and. this old they must be driven to some shelter
treatment being annual.y repi ated,
sort
every night, and never be allowed to remain
remain
small and
undcr-si/ed ; in the
Ms through a long or heavy rain,
always
w hirh if they had m*i been prevented by
i- vc.i when one-quarter grown they will die
earn
h<
lh
ating
would
ing
ironi
unnaturally
exhaustion, trying to follow,the vigornave led ami grown, and -down as much
ous and unreasoning motlier, if wet with
V idetUe ol j.’l'oWt ll •. 11 t' 11
tie- Uiontll and
but a heavy dew.
Three rules then should
a half preceding th.1'’ ol dl.lv, a- rolls
observed, if those who attempt to raise
la fore
old yollllg rattle _• li r.il.v
!:
turkeys would secure success: First—lie
in it 1-su nine
da s
to free both old and young from lice
There ran b. no !• mbt 1 hat the nal u ral immediately upon the old one’s leaving the
as--n for \\ ><d 11> grow. a- ;n the rase of
ni .' t.
Second--Feed frequently at the bethe coats of other > •»i*iirr stork, i
when ginning with strengthening food. Third—
loud is most tender and di
stiblr during Never U t the young turkeys get wet either
iis spring growth, ai ! we perceive in the
with dew or rain, until their feathers alford
.lustration that sheep shedding their wool
tln ii bodies, ii not complete at least paraihnnl that, new wool grows behov tint break tial protection.
where the old separated and detached,
i here can he n > doubt then lore, that it iAgainst the Stanchion.
both natural ami r.md'i 1V e to t lie health of
<
the six ej> ft
the new wool to e1 >1 llm5'liee
Waring, author oi the Ogden Farm
rowing as
ally as «.. uug iced star's in i i!■<■*-. in the American Agriculturist, thus
!<• mum res the practice of putting cattle in
tin* Spring.
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crises,

Hi. roughly dev
.and liga
incuts that surround Hi
i *i111 have not
\ et become properly st t ngthem >1.
Tlio process of ossiiic it ion is. so jar as
tin- formal ion of bone i concerned, coinplete, but tin* bones of some portions of
tin
Irame. especially tliosc ol the spile
Hi
.-till weak ant.l rcguiro the liardeiiin
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They talked and laughed; they darn ed and sung,
They told the story old,
That charms and thrills the human heart
Till death has made it cold.

And life looked bright, and earth looked fair:
They could not feel it true.
That just like shadows they must pass.
Or like the morning dew.
There seemed to he such need of .them;
For service from their hands
There rose, whichever way they turned.
Importunate demands—
“How could the world go on" they thought,
“Without us in our place!”
Yet on their river’s pleasant shore
They left no jingle trace.
Old mossy, crumbling grave-stones tell—
t>n yonder hillside fair—
Where sadly, dust to dust was laid;
Hut they were never there.
The grasses wave, the spring-bird" sing.
The gentle south winds blow':
Hut where are they who trod these banks
A hundred years ago?
The sun shines on; the moon and stars
March on their wonted wav ;
Hut those who watched them then have tied;
And where, O where are. they?

A Prize

Fighter Brought

up by

a

Minister.

■

■

choir

ol

tlie

church

oi

which

the Kev.

1 Hackman was pastor. Now, it happened
that the reverend gentleman had at one
l
tine been a drummer in the army, and,
The hoivi u hie!) n;i;
si * '• invor annum
apple trees is the u'lMi!> >>! :i beetle, the moreover, had gained considerable lame
Saperda llivittata. T his beetle i.-. from on.- as a sparrer with gloves. When the ltev.
hall to three-<pi art (ms of an inch in length;
Ulaekman joined the ministry he still rethe upper ^i«le ol its body is marked by tained his love lor the use of the dumb‘longitudinal white stripes between throe <>! bells and boxing gloves, and the youllilight, brown color, while ihe face, the ! Inl Mike was l'ouml to be an excellent
uiltenh.i
the nmler -ido
!' tile body and
in assisting the pugilistic
the legs are white.’’ Its mil u: al liome is on companion
I ireachor in taking his daily glove exercise’
<»ur nat ive 1 horns. and some other li os end
I ndcr this
training, Mike soon developshrubs nearly related to ;he tie in. From
ed an amount of tael in handinglii.s hunch
these it lias emigrated to the apple orchards,
! of lives that nttraeted the attention of
where it, has become one of the greatest
some
It. issues from the trunks of the
sporting men in the neighborhood.
pests.
Unknown to Mike's ministerial fostertrees in its perfect state the last of May or
father a prize light was secretly gotthe tirst. ol June, and soon after deposits
its eggs on the bark, near the root.
From ten up between a young man of the
the eggs small, yellowish grubs are hatched, village and Mike.
In this light Mike diswhich at one bore tlirough the bark and played the rare tact,
perseverance and
j
strike upward in the sap wood. In this pluck which has since then
given 1 im so
larva state it continues two or three years, !
many victories in the prize-ring. Mike
often boring up into the wood for ten inchsoon blinded and otherwise
dislignred bis
es, always making its burrow end just
antagonist. A purse of twenty dollars
underneath the hark. After undergoing its was raised from
among the spectators and
transformation the perfect beetle gnaws
to Mike, which the latter took
through the bark and comes forth at night, presented
home ami showed to the preacher. The
which is its time for Ilyin-.
If orchards
while proud of his pupil, severe:u<- neglected
they will suffer very much preacher,
from the effects of this pest.
Often tine ly reprimanded him for g ving a public
exhibition
of bis skill. Mike remained
trees will be completely ruine^in two or
1 he presence of the borer about six months longer with his pastoral
three years.
may be known by its castings. It can be protector, who dying very suddenly, left
taken out with a knife in its early stages, it incumbent on Mike to find some new
but if it has penetrated into the tree sever- means of
support. lie theretoro resorted
al inches,a wire may be thrust into the hole. to his old vacation as a circus
performer
holes
the
is
Petroleum put into
ailinmu by until lS(i.r>, when he
fought his first regular
some to do good work, but this >iiouhl, as
with
a
man
named
professional
prizefight
yet, be used with caution, and only by way dolm
in the lied lliver country in
of experiment, lost the ti
should suffer ihi;;.. Dolan,
[
an irreparable injury.
•lie is a quiet,
unpretending and un; ostentatious young man, and
gives bntiittic
evidence to the casual observer of the
A correspondent of the Kural Now Yorker i
says that last year on a piece of ground I'.' gritty material of which be is composed,
by ‘JO feet,, he raised ten bushels of onions lie would like to settle down and become
Irom black seed.
He raised onions on the a thrifty and permanent resident, and we
same piece of
ground the previous year, hope be may conclude to become one of
and they did not pay for the seed;
they the growing host whose energy and fame
were destroyed by
maggots and wire worms, and success are adding new laurels to our
lie procured three bushels ol .salt and two
barrels of fish and pork brine, and top city.”
dressed his garden (about one-fourth of an
acre) with it, after he had gathered all his
“Mamma,” said a precocious little boy,
vegetables. Last spring he ploughed the who against his will, was made to rock
garden and put on three ox-cart'loads of the cradle of his baby brother, “if the
well rotted hog and chip manure, and such Lord has
any more babies to give away
vegetables he never raised before.
don’t you take ’em.”

and wrote and published in the old Democratic Review for 184G, an article on the
“Natural Proof of a Deity,” that for
beauty of language, depth of reasoning,
versatility ot illustration, and compactness
of logic, has never been equaled. The
only other publication which at that
period he had made, was a book that astonished all of his friends, both in title
and execution, ll was called “The Desperadoes of the West,” and purported to
give minute details of the lives of some of
the most noted and blood-stained villains
in the Western States.
But the book belied its title.
Tt [is full of splendid
No
description and original thought.
volume in the language contains so many
eloquent passages and such gorgeous
imagery, in the same space. 11 is pica for
immortality, on beholding the execution
of one of the most noted culprits of Arkansas, has no parallel in any living language for beauty of diction and power of
thought. As my sole object in this communication is to defend myself, some acquaintance with the mental resources of
.Summeriield is absolutely indispensable ;
for his death was the immediate consequence of his splendid attainments. Of
chemistry he was a complete master. He
describes it in his “Youngest Daughter ot
the Sciences, born
amid (lames, and
cradled in rollers of lire.” If there were
;inv one science lo which he was more
specially devoted than any and all others,
it was chemistry, lint he really seemed
an adept in all, and shone about everywhere with equal luster.
Many of these characteristics were mentioned by Judge Wheeler at the time of
Summerlield’s visit to Galveston, but
others subsequently came to my knowledge, alter Ins retreat to Brownsville, on
the banks of the Bio Grande. There he
tilled the position of Judge ot the District
Court, and such was his position just previous to his arrival in this city in the

Slow

suppose 1

ding

the contents of

this small phial into the Pacific ocean,
ivhat would be the result? Dare you
contemplate it for an instant ? I do not

assort that the entire, surface of the sea
would instantaneously bubble up into insufferable flame: no, but from the nucleus of a circle, ot which this phial woidd
lie the center, lurid radii of flames would
gradually shoot outward, until the blazing ciroumfevanie would roll in vast billows of fire, upon the uttermost shores.
Not all the dripping clouds of the deluge
could extinguish it. Not all the tears of
saints and angels could for an instant

j

progress, un, ann onwani u
would sweep. with the steady gate of destiny, until the continent would melt with
A Man With a Secret.
!
fervent heat, the atmosphere glare with
ominous
the
From the Sacramento Daily Union, May 13, ls?l.J
conflagration, and all
Wo are indebted to a correspondent at
living creatures, in land, and s*a, and
air, perish in one universal catastrophe.”
San Francisco lor the particulars of the
Then suddenly starting to his feet, ho
most interesting case that has ever come
drew himself up to his full hight, and
within our observation as public, journalmurmured solemnly, “I feel like a God!
ists—that of Gregory Summerlield, or, as
and I recognize my fellow-men but as
he was called at the time, “The Max
Our correspondent
with
a Secret.”
pigmies that 1 spurn beneath my feet!”
“Snmmcriield,” said 1, calmly, ‘There
writes as follows:
must he some strange error in all this.
1’niTons Sacramento Union : A few hours
The weapon
sell-deluded.
are
You
previous tu the death of that distinguished lawwhich you claim to wield is one that a
yer, Leonidas Parker, of this city, he placed in
i iny hands for publication the following manu- month of September of the past year.
good God and a beneficent Creator would
script, requesting me, at the same time, to seOne day toward the close of last Sep- never intrust to the keeping of a mere
its
widest
circulation
for
the
lect -t journal of
tember, an old man rapped at my ollice creature. What sir! create a world as
W. A. It.
Yours, etc.,
publication.
door, and on invitation came in, and ad- grand and beautiful as this, and hide
THE MANFSOKIl'T.
vancing, called me by name. Perceiving within its bosom a principle that at any
l he Auburn Messenger, of the first ot that 1 did not at first recognize him, he moment might enwrap it in flames,and sink
November, INTO, contained the following introduced himself as Gregory Summer- life in death? I'll not believe it; ’tvvero
field.
After inviting him to a seat I
blasphemy to entertain the thought!”
paragraph:
scrutinized his features more closely and
“And yet,” cried he passionately,
A few days since wo called public attention
to the singular conduct of James G. WMkins,
quickly identified him as the same person “your Wide prophesies Ihe same irreverJustice of the Peace for the ‘Cape llonf Dis- whom T had met twenty-two years before, ence.
hook at your text in ii. Peter,
trict, in this county, in discharging without lie was
greatly altered in appearance, but third chapter, 7th and lith verses. Are
trial a man named Parker, who was, as we the
lofty forehead ami the gray eye were not ‘the elements to melt with fervent
Mill think, seriously implicated in the mystestill there, unchanged and unehangable. heat ?’ Are not ‘the heavens to lie folded
rious death of an old man named Summerlield,
who, our readers will probably remember, met He was not quite so stout but more ruddy together like a scroll ?’ Are not ‘the
so tragical an end on the line of the Central
in complexion and exhibited some symp- rocks to melt, the stars to fall and the
Pacific Railroad in the month of October last. toms, as I then
thought, of intemperate moon to be turned into blood ?’ Is not
We have now to record another hold outrage
drinking. Still there was the old charm lire the next grand cyclic consummation
on public justice, iu connection with the same
Jury of Placer county has
any bill against
the person named above. Not only did they
refuse to find a true bill or to make any presentiment, but they went one step further
towards the exoneration of the offender; they
specially ignored the indictment which our
District Attorney deemed it his duty to present.
The main facts in relation to the arrest and
subsequent discharge of Parker may be summed
up in few words:
It appears that, about the last of October, one
Gregory Summerlield, an old man nearly TO
years (if age, in company with Parker, took
passage for Chicago, via the Pacific Railroad,
and about the middle of the afternoon reached
the neighborhood of Cape Horn, in this county.
Nothing of any special importance’ seems to
have attracted the attention of anv of the passengers toward these persons until a few moThe Grand
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just adjourned, without finding
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The Sioux City Times of the lsth inst,
'jiv«•
a column
biographical sketch of
Ik ! Handed Mike.” T!ic Times takes
him "lit of the cradle, and follows him lip
t
l.i lighting estate. The passages are
r>ter<
ling We quote as follows—
\Y ion Mike was se’*cn years old, his
a is
!■
I
«miyiated to Canada, and settled
<l"wn a! st. Aneselt.
Mike developing no
The fads
e
noted
e!l-c.\ idelil.
remarkable qualities until he was ten
oid apply t< ail ininials alike. mail being
old, when the agent of a travelling
no exception t
the lull
.eking that years
cim:- happened to incidentally see the
and muscle conphysical vigor which 1m
tribute so iai g'-’\ in for ling, the animal i< subject of our sketch in the act ot throwol prepur ■d to eoucfivi- and bring forth I ing a somersault, prevailed on the young^11-spring hat will possess tin- necessary ster to join his circus company. Mike,
mad in eonstilamina, oi be thoro ighly
liking tin- opportunity of seeing something
tutioii, nil 1 and limb. Tin- dam cannot ei the world, attached himself to the
transmit ti her issue that whh i> she does
nipaiiv and soon established a reputaThe infusion of the very best tion as an acrobat and singer. Six months
blood on tin- part of tlie -ire eamiol make
afterward-, while performing in Franklin
up in this regard lor Hn- deficiency in the county, N. V., aMethodist minister,named
mother. Swell a connedion may give speed, lllaekman.
happening to attend the circus,
spirit, form and many of the reipiisltes that heard Mike
sing, and was so favorably
b ud to the making ol a
g.M.d horse, but it impressed with the
boy's abilities in this
cannot, counteract natural dd. < ■-.
I-indur- |
inn* that he induced Mike to sever his
.niee, souudne.-s and other vital
require- ; connection with the sawdust arena, doinents will be
und ward in;
American
I un Jtcei-ler.
ing hmne with the preacher, Mike was
m;oii in-tailed as a leading singer in the
The Apple Tree Borer.

now

To sport beneath the orchard trees.
And watch the fragrant bloom.

1

It

the

nacs

This same old river rolled along.
With current deep and slow ;
lint where are they who trod its banks
A hundred years ago?
Ilither the youths and maidens eaine.
As

gen ami one of hydrogen, mix them together, and the result or product is waYou smile, sir, because, as you
rn'.
,'cry properly think, these are the elementary principles of science, and are
iamiliar to the minds of every school-boy
welvo years of age. Yes! but what
sext ? Suppose you take these gasses,
mil mix them in any other proportion, I
•are not what, and the instantaneous remit is heat, flame, combustion of the in.ensest description. The famous Drummond Light, that a few years ago astonished Europe—what is that hut the ignitii 1 (lame of a mixture of oxygen and hyIrogen projected against a small piece
if lime? What was harmless as water
becomes the most destructive ot all known
ihjects when decomposed and mixed in
my other proportion.

of New Orleans, Pensacola and Mobile, and calculated eclipse, transit observations with ease and perfect accuracy,
lie was also deeply read in metaphysics,

They.
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‘1 go agin ’em, that’s
think them an invention of the
comfort»aml thrift. It is true,
enemy
they are convenient and ettectual. A cow
once lucked in between stout stanchions is
a- ii\i d as a man with his head in a
pillory,
ami I think about as comfortable. My cows
are tied with three foot chains ami broad
••1 dlars around their necks, and it is evident
that they an-much more comfortable than
a y wcu'd be in stanchions.
When they
; meals they lie down and
dsh
stay ments before passing the dangerous curve in
i;
n.'deh stanchion cows do not, for j lhe track overlooking the North Fork of the
Ymorican river, »1 the place called Cape Horn.
'•vi
n
a
11;ic position becomes tiresome
tie v me.*1 gel up to change it, while my I As our readers are aware, tin* road at this
: point skirts
precipice with rocky perpendicuanimals
oi loll about, lick their sides and
lar sides, extending to the bed of the stream,
-‘retel, themselves out at full length with- Ij
feet
below, before passing the
nearly 1,700
out rising.
! sometimes tin 1 a cow lying curve Parker was heard to comment upon the
tbit on her side, with her head on the lloor,
of
the
scenery they were approaching,
sublimity
and all lour legs stretched out like* a dead and finally requested the old man to leave the
1 ow. but for tiie
llirling of her tail; and if ear and stand upon the open platform, in order
she don't enjoy it, there is no enjoyment to to obtain a better view of the tremendous
The
mountuuws just beyond.
i"' had iii a cow-stall. 1 would like to see chasm and the
two men left the ear, and a moment afterwards
a
>w attempt this sort of
in
stanluxury
a cry of horror was heard by all the passengers,
chions.
and* the old man was observed to fall at least
Ti ei i< no other place whore a cow can 1 .fioti feet upon the crags below. The train was
of a
;• d so regularly nor so
economically, as stopped for a few moments, but, fearful
collision if any considerable length of time
m; her own manger, and no place where
will feed so quietly, for she knows that should be lost in an unavailing search for the
mangled remains, it soon moved on again, and
•master' row is snugly tied in her own
proceeded as swiftly as possible to the next
erne, and cannot come to drive her away
station. There the miscreant Parker was arii'i/iii her feed.
If peace of mind is im- rested, and conveyed to the office of the nearto
.1 cow, we can but
portant
pity the poor est Justice of the Peace for examination. We
bnm who is the butt of the yard, and is understand that he refused to give any detailed
only able to snatch a mouthful here and one account of the transaction, saying only that
“the deceased either fell or was thrown off
tie re, as she is driven from one pile of fodthe moving train.
der to another, chewing her plunder as she from
IK- CA.iiiim.iuuii v> .i.-i

stanchions,

of

!

_

lirst and last half
has passed, cannot
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rival of Parker's counsel, O'Connell & Kilpatrick. of Crass Valley, and after they reached
Cape Ilorn not a single word could he extracted from tlte prisoner. It is said that the inquisition was a mere farce; there being no witnesses present except one lady passenger, who,
with commendable spirit, volunteered to lay
We
over one day, to give in her testimony.
also learn that, after the trial, the Justice, toand
his counsel, were
gether with the prisoner
closeted in secret session for more than two
hours: at the expiration of which time the
Judge resumed his seat upon the bench, and
discharged the prisoner!
Now, we have no desire to do injustice
towards any of the parties to this singular
transaction, much less to arm public sentiment
against an innocent man. But we do allirm
that there is, there must be, some profound
mystery at the bottom of this allair, and we
shall do our utmost to fathom the secret.

Yes, there is

secret and a mystery
connected with tin*
disappearance of
Summerlield, and the sole object of this
communication is to clear it up, and place
myself right in the public estimation.
Hut, in order to do so, it becomes necessary to r date all the circumstances connected with my first and subsequent acquaintance with Summerlield. To do
this intelligibly, 1 shall have to go back

twenty-two
11

1 r»

Will

a

years.
Ixtl'AVt II

illUUIlgai

I1I>

iiiuinuic

friends that I resided in the late Republic
of Texas for many years antecedent to
my immigration to this State. During
the year 18T7, whilst but a boy, and residing on the sea beach some three or
four miles from the city of Galveston,
Judge Wheeler—at that time Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Texas—paid
us a visit, and brought with him a gentleman, whom he had known several
years previously on the Sabine river, in
the eastern part of that State. This gentleman was introduced to us by the name
of Summeriield. At that time he was
past the prime of life, slightly gray, and
inclined to corpulency, lie was of medium height and walked proudly erect, as
though conscious of superior mental attainments.
His face was one of those
which, once seen, can never be forgotten.
The forehead was broad, high and protuberant.
It was, besides, deeply graven
with wrinkles, and altogether was the
most intellectual that I had ever seen.
It
bore some resemblance to that of Sir
Isaac Newton, but still more to llumboldt
The eyes were large, deepor Webster.
set and lustrous, with a light that seemed
kindled in their own depths. In color
they were gray, and whilst in conversation absolutely blazed with intellect. Ilis
mouth was large, but cut with all the precision of a sculptor’s
He was
rather pale, but, when excited, his comlit
rush
of
a
plexion
ruddy
up with sudden
flushes, that added something like beauty
to its hall-sad and half-sardonic expression. A word and a
glance told me at
once, this is a most extraordinary man.
Judge Wheeler knew but little of the
antecedents of Summeriield. He was of
Northern birth, but of what State it is impossible to say definitely. Early in life,
lie removed to the frontier of Arkansas,
and pursued for some years the avocation
of village schoolmaster. It was the suggestion of Judge Wheeler that induced
him to read law. In six months time he
had mastered Story’s Equity, and gained
an important suit, based upon one of its
most recondite principles. But his heart
was not in the legal profession, and lie
made almost constant sallies into the
lields of science, literature and art. lie
was a natural mathematician and was the
most' profound and original arithmetician
in the Southwest. He frequently computed the astronomical tables for the alma-

chiseling.

chock ns

of intellectual superiority in his conversation. and 1 welcomed him to California as
an
important addition to her mental

of all

things

here below ? But 1 come
answer such objections.

liillv prepared to

Your argument betrays a narrow mind,
circumscribed in its orbit, and shallow
It was not many minutes before lie re- in its
depth. ’Tis the common thought
quested a private interview, lie followed ! of mediocrity. You have read books too
me into my back ollice, carefully closed
much, and studied nature too little. Get
We had mo
the door alter him and locked il.
give you a lesson to-day in the workscarcely seated ourselves before he in- shop of Omnipotence. Take a stroll
quired ot me “if 1 had noticed any recent with me into the limitless coniines ol
articles in the newspapers respecting ihe
space, and let us observe together some
discovery of the art of decomposing water of the scenes transpiring at this very inso as to lit il for use as a fuel for ordinary
A moment ago you
slant around us.
purposes ?”
spoke of the moon; what is she lint an
1 replied that 1 had observed nothing
extinguished world ? You spoke of the
new upon that subject since the experiwhat is he but a globe of flame?
sun
ments of Agassis, and Professor Henry, lint here is the Cosmos of Humboldt.
and added that in my opinion the expen- Read this
paragraph.”
sive mode of reduction would always preAs lie said this he placed betore me the
vent its use.
Cosmos ot Humboldt, and I read as l<dIn a few words he then informed me lows:
that lie had made the discovery that the
"N'or .to the Heavens themselves tearh utiart was extremely simple, and the ex- clianguhlc permanency in the works of creaso
1 ’liange is observable there quite as rapthe
tion.
decomposition
pense attending
id and complete as in ttie routines of our solar
slight as to he insignificant.
-ban.
In tin* year 17.V2, one of the small stars
Presuming then that the object of Ids in tin- con.toilat'ion
blazed tip sudvisit to me was to procure the necessary denly into an orb ot t’assinpocia
1 tie lir-t magnitude, gradforms to get out a patent for tin’ right, I ually decreased iii brilliancy, and liually disapfrom the -kies. Nor lias it ro-r boon
congratulated him upon Ids good fortune, peared
and was about lo branch forth with a de- \i'ible since tlril period for a sintrle moment,
b
either
the eye or to Ihe telescope, li burned
scription of some of flit) benefits that mu-i up and was lost in space.”
ensue to the community, when 'lie sud■•Humboldt,” he added, “lias not told
denly and -omewhat uncivilly requested u 1 avho set that world on tire !
me to “be silent,” and listen to what lie
"But,” resumed he, “1 have still clearhad to say.
er proofs.”
Saying this, he thrust into
lie tiegan witn some general remark-;
hands the last London <{uarterly, and
about llie iin-.ju:ility of fortune amongst my
on
opening the hook at an article headed
mankind, ami instanced himself as a "'Ihe
Language of Light,” I read, with a
striking example of the late of those men
akin to awe, the following paswho, according to all the rules of rigid, feeling
:
ought to be near the top, instead‘• oi at sage
lint,’ I ■•Further, some stnrs e xhihit changes of comthe foot of the ladder of fortune.
p exion in t!iem>elves. Sirius, as hetore stated
said he, springing to his feet with impuls- was
once a ruddy, or rather a tirey-taood orb,
ive energy, *'l have now the means at bat has now forgotten to blush,and looks down
to
fate, upon us with a pure brilliant smile, in which
my command of rising superior
there is no trace of either of anger or of shame.
or of inflicting incalculable ills upon the
On the countenances of others, still more vawhole human race.”
ried traits haw rippled, within a briefer period
Looking at him more closely, 1 thought <>:' time. May not these be due to some physiI could detect in his eye the gleam of ological revolutions, general or convulsive,
madness; lmt I remained silent and which are in progress in the particularoforb,
its
Hut my and which, by affecting the constitution
awaited lurtliur developments.
atmosphere, compel the absolution or promote
scrutiny, stolen as it was, had been de- the
transmission of particular rays? The suptected, and he replied at once to the ex- position appears by no means improbable es“No sir; I am pecially if we call to mind the hydrogen volcapression of my face.
neither drunk nor a maniac; I am in noes which have been discovered on the phoof the sun.
Indeed there are few
deep earnest in all that I say; and 1 am tosphere
small stars which afford a spectrum of bright
fully prepared by actual experiment, to lines instead of dark ones, and this we know
demonstrate beyond all doubt the truth of denotes a gaseous or vaporized state of things,
from which it may be inferred that such orbs
all I claim.”
For the first time I noticed that he car- are in a different condition from most of their
in
his
ried a small portmanteau
hand; relations.
And as, if for the very purpose of throwing
this he placed upon the table, unlocked
light upon this interesting question, an event
small
volor
three
two
oi the most striking character occurred in the
it, and took out
umes, a phamphlet or two, and a small, heavens, almost as soon asThe speetroscopists
prepared to interpret it correctly.
wide-mouthed
phial, hermetically were
square
‘•On the 12th ol May, istid, a great eonllasealed.
infinitely larger than that of London
gration,
1 watched him wilh proiomm curioMiy, or Moscow, was mnounced. To use the exami took note of his slightest movements. pression of a distinguished astronomer, a
world was found to he on tiro. A star which
Having arranged his hooks to suit him till
then had shone weakly and unobtrusively
and placed the phial in a conspicuous poin the corona borealis, suddenly blazed up insition, he drew up his chair very closely to a luminary of the second magnitude. In
to my own, and uttered in a half hissing the course of three days from its discovery in
tone: “1 demand one million dollars this new character, by Birmingham, at Tuam,
for the contents of that bottle; and you it had declined to the third or one-fourth order
In twelve days, dating from its
of
must raise it for me in the city of Sau firstbrilliancy.
apparition ill the Irish heavens, it had
Francisco within one month, or scenes sunk 1<> the eighth rank, and it went on waning
too terrible even for the imagination to until the *20th of June, when it ceased to be
conceive will surely be witnessed by discernible ex *epl through the medium of the
telescope. This was a remarkable, though
every living human being on the face of
certainly not an unprecedented proceeding oil
the globe.”
the part of a star; but one singular circumThe tone, the manner, and the absurd, stance in its behavior was, that, after the lapse
extravagance of the demand, excited a of nearly two months, it began to blaze up
faint smile upon niy lips, which he olv again, though not with equal ardor, and after
maintaining its glow lor a few weeks, and passerved, but disdained to notice.
sing through sundry phases of color, it gradthat
I
mind
was
made
had
up
My
fully
ually paled its fires, and returned to its former
a maniac lo deal with, and 1 prepared to
insignificance. How many years had elapsed
act accordingly,
lint I ascertained at since this awful conflagration actually took
place it would be presumptuous to guess;
once that my inmost thoughts were rea l
but it must be remembered that news from
by the remarkable man before me. and the heavens, though carried by the fleetest of
seemed to he anticipated by him in ad- messengers, light, reaches us long after the
event lias transpired, and that the same celesvance ol their expression.
tial carrier is still drooping the tidings at each
“Perhaps,” said I, “Mr. SumiuerlieM, station
it reaches in space, until it sinks exyou would oblige me by informing me hausted
by the length of its flight.
fully of the grounds of your claim, and
“As the star had suddenly flamed up, was it
the nature ol your discovery ?”
not a natural supposition that it had become en“That is the object of my visit,” lie re- wrapped in burning hydrogen, which in con1 sequence of some great convulsion had been lib“1
claim
to
the
discovered
have
plied.
erated in prodigious quantities, and then comkey which unlocks the constituent gasses bining with
other elements had set this hapless
of water, and frees each from the em- world on lire? In such a fierce conflagration
brace ot the other, at a single touch.”
the combustible gas would soon he consumed,
“You mean to assert,” I rejoined, that and the glow would therefore begin to decline,
subject, as in this case, to a second eruption,
yon can make water burn itself up ?”
which occasioned the renewed outburst of light
“Nothing more nor less,” he respond- on the iiOth of August.
ed, “except this—to insist upon the con“By such a catastrophe it is not wholly imsequences of the secret, if my demand possible that our own globe may sometime be
he not at once complied with.”
ravaged, for if a word from the Almighty were
to unloose for a few moments the bonds of afThen, witout pausing for a moment to finity
which unite the elements of water, a sinallow me to make a suggestion, as L once gle spark would bring them together
with a
or twice attempted to do, he proceeded
fury that would kindle the funeral pyre of the
in a clear and deliberate manner, ii human race, and lie fatal to the planet and all
these words: “I need not inform you, the works that are thereon.*’
“Your argument,1’ lie then instantly
sir, that when this earth was created, it
consisted almost wholly of vapor, which added, “is by no means a good one.
by condensation, finally became water. What do we know of the Supreme ArchiThe oceans now occupy more than two- tect of the Universe, or of his designs?
thirds of the entire surface of the globe. He builds up worlds, and he pulls them
The continents are mere islands in the down ; he kindles suns and he extinguishmidst of the seas. They are everywhere es them
lie inflames ‘the comet, in one
ocean-bound, and the hyperborean north portion of its orbit, with a heat that no
is hemmed in by open polar seas. Sucj human imagination can conceive of; and
is my first proposition. My second em- in another subjects the same blazing orb
braces the constituent elements ot water. to a cold intenser than that which invests
What is that thing which wc call water? forever the Antartic Pole. All that we
Chemistry that royal queen of all the know of Him we gather through his
sciences, answers readily, ‘Water is hut works. I have shown you that He burns
the combination of two gasses, oxygen other worlds, why not this ? The habitaand hydrogen, and in the proportion of ble parts of our globe are surrounded by
eight to one.’ In other words, in order water, and water you know is lire in posto form water, take eight parts ot oxy- sibility.”
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Thin criminal, an account of whose execution
v. i- recentIv
published, had a remarkable history. The following sk: Ph of his life and crimes,
is from a New York paper.
Rullotl'wi- horn in 1-^10 at Hammond Uiver,
in Now Brunswick.
His parents were Germans, who were rosp-'etod in the community
where- they resided. During his youth he wav
only remarkahlo lor a passim for desultory
reading; out it docs not appear that at this
time of life he acquired any special branches of

j
|

knowledge
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in this way.

or

that any

were

taught

him. A> lie grew older, however, he achieved
a local celebrity for the variety of accomplishments which he devclopc d.
The lad studied pharmacy in a drug store at
“But all this,” I replied, “is pure, base- I nd.
Finally, a proposition was started St.John; hut the misfortunes of his employee
that an attempt should be made to raise
obliged both to relinquish that business, and
loss, profitless speculation.”
to the the study of
“Not so fast,” he answered. And then tlto other halt of the money in the city of Kulloll' turn* d his attentionnoted Canadian
barthe law, with a somewhat
ho seized the small phial and New York. To this proposal Summeran almost inWith
rister. Dum an Robertson.
handing it to me requested me to open it. field ultimately yielded, but with extreme credible rapidity lie mastered the details of the
I confess I did so with some trepidation. reluctance. It was agreed in committee
common law, and qualiticd himself for the highin the beginest practice at the < anadian bar.
“Now smell it.”
that I should accompany him thither, and
ning of his success Rullotf gave the first indicai did so.
take with me, in my own possession,
tion of liis lack of moral restraint. With «li
“What odor do you perceive?”
evidences of tiie sums subscribed here; things possible to him. having the most bril“Potassium.” I replied.
that a proper appeal should lie made to liant prc pci-ts before him,,he deliberately
turned aside to do the meanest kind of theft,
and
“Of course,” he added, “you are fa- tlie leading capitalists, scholars
and, when < barged by bis former employer,
miliar with the chief characteristic of that clergymen of that metropolis, and that,
who held the proofs, he insolently repelled the
It ignites
substance.
instantly when when the whole amount was raised, it oiler of clemem-v, and was sentenced to the St.
brought in contact with water. Within lie paid over to Summerlield and a bond John Penitentiary tor two years.
He turned up in Dpi at New York City—then
that little globule of potassium I have taken front him never to divulge his awful
went to Drvden, Tompkins Go., worked himimbedded a pill of my own composition secret to any human being.
position of a teacher in the
and discovery. The moment it is liberW ith this lie seemed to be satisfied,and self up into tin
High School, fell in love with Harriet Schutt,
ated from the potassium, it commences left ns to prepare for his going the next
one of his scholars, an estimable girl of only
the work of decomposing the fluid on morning.
Pi. and against tin* wishes of her family she
As soon as lie left the apartment, the j married him. Before the month had passed,
which it floats. The potassium at once
y.»ung man was revealed to his new kinsignites the liberated oxygen, and the con- Bishop arose, and “deprecated the action ! tha
He made a slave
men as a thief and a coward.
flagration of this mighty globe is begun.” that had been taken and characterized it of i,i- wild, and lie insulted and reviled her
aand
absurd,
lie
if
declared
said
childish,
I, “begun,
"Yes,”
you please,
friends.
When the place had gi-wn too hot for
but your little pill soon evaporates or that no man was safe one moment, whilst him. lie removed to Lansing, within a lew miles
of
Ithaca,
and practiced medicine. After susstill
or
wretch”
lived:
that
melts
in
“that
diabolical
the
sinks,
surrounding seas,
and your conflagration ends just where it the only security for ns all, was in his im- picion had been disarmed. In poisoned the babe
H. Schutt oi
of bis wife's kinsman, Mr. \V
mediate extirpation from the tace of the
began.”
Ithaca. Then he tried the mother, and she, too.
could
to
that
of
and
that
no
amount
could
be
earth,
died in
“My reply
money
suggestion
mmilsinns—unmistakably the results
made at once by simply testing the ex- seal his lips, or close his hands. It would
of poison. His learning was so great, and hi**
character at the tine <«» unsuspected, that no
periment on a small scale, or a large one, 1)0 no crime, he said, to deprive him of taint
of suspicion tv-P-d upon him.
either, lint 1 perfer at present to refute the means of assassinating the whole
Ml'JiDF.I.'S HIS \\ I I’ AND • 1IIL1*.
your proposition by an argument drawn human family, and that as for himself lie
Those were I In events that preceded tin* most
from nature herself.
If you correctly was for dooming him to immediate death.
inexplicable of his crimes. On the‘2:ldof dune,
remember the first time 1 had the pleasWith a unanimity that was extraordils-lb, Ilullutr attempted to poi-on his child, and
ure of seeing you was on the island of nary, the entiry committee coincided.
when he was prevented by its mother, he inA great many plans were proposed,
sisted upon her taking the potion herself. She
Galveston, many years ago. Do you
consented. hut suddenly changing his mind, lie
remember relating to me at that time an discussed and rejected having in view
snatched the tiiir/Vom her liaiids and threw it
li
incident concerning the ell’cels of a prairie j the extermination of Smnmertiold.
ill the lire., This scene took plmc before a witon lire, that you had yourself witnessed : them all then Was the want of that proper
Kulhdl himself.
nc.*-, \\h » w is c.ii .1 in h;
but a few days previously near the town ! caution which would lull the apprehenThe ip
day the blind of the Doctor’s hou>
was fur a tine
If I recollect correctly! sions of an enemy ; for should lie for an
of Matagorde?
remained, eloped, but eurio-it
line forth,
set It IV-! when lIlllloH':il M O'clock
you staled that on your return journey j instant suspect treachery we knew his naa Mr. Robertson,
to
a
and
neighbor,
going
from that place you passed on the way 1 ture w< 11 enough to lie satisfied, that lie
the
r
had
witnessed
altercation
whodaugaP
the charred remains of two wagon-loads i would waive all ceremonies and carry his
ol the pi e\ .ii- day, he borrowed a horse and
of cotton and three human beings that the ; threats into immediate execution.
Hi- wife's uncle, he explained, had
wagon.
!:.!■• the pre\ioiis evening, and had
night before had perished in the llames; i It was finally resolved that the trip to visited themwife
;.nd child home with him on a
taken
the
New
be
of
a
York
should
not
the
three
the
that
slaves,
abandoned, approperty
;
vis:;. T!i in I ii ,d been oldiire !. however, t<>
Mr. Horton, had started a few day before parently.
But that we were to -tart out
l ar. e behind 'bio a lie <vy box, and he (Itidlotl
to carry a shipment of cotton; that a in accordance, with tlie original proover to Moil's Corner,
was now p- t.a...
norther overtook them on the treeless gramme; that during the journey, some
when* his vv ii<-'- la 'a! ive lived. The confiding
p. comply with the rewa- happ
should
lie
to
me
a
tew
minutes
afterwards
means
resorted
and
neighbor
proper
by
prairie,
and helped the husband to lift the bov,
they were surprised by beholding a line to carry out the final intentions of the pucst.
the remains of his
contained
which, n douht,
of rushing fire, surging, roaring and ad- j committee, and whatever 1 did would lie
Without the
wife md child, into lievehicle.
and
full
protection slightest tremor the pnnrderer went through
vanning like, the resistless billows of an sanctioned by them all,
afforded
Mr.
ill
and
conscience
mo
and
wlnn
Robertson
returned
law
this ordeal,
that there was both
ocean swept by a gale;
in unv
o iYi
iit'tln* nriiPPMliiur
to his hoim
he had ie. su-pieion ol wrong,
bo time for ('scape, and they perished
lililloir got. lightly into tiie wagon, gaily badterribly in lighting the devouring eleNothing was wanting but my own con- hh
neighbor- good-by, and drove down the
ment !>”
sent but this was dilUeult to secure.
dusty turnpike, whistling softly as the horse
At the first view, it seemed to be a
moved along. Meeting a group of children on
“Vos, I recollect the event.'”
“Now, then, I wish u reply to the simple most horrible ami unwarrantable crime the road, he invited them to take seats in Inand passed the time with gay songs,
question, did not the single .-park, Unit to deprive a fellow being of life, under i wagon.
lie drove during the whole dav, and arrived a!
kindled the conflagration consume the ! any circumstances: but especially so
Ithaca as evening came mi. lie calmly unliarnegroes and their charge? No? But where, in meeting his fate, no opportunity j nessed 1 i- horse, and enjoyed himself at the
what did? You reply, ot course.*, that was to be afforded him for preparation or
inn.
At midnight thi- man aro-e. and drove to the
It was a long time before 1
the spark set the entire prairie on lire; repentance.
o| Cayuga Lake, and then, unaided and
shore
I
that each spear of grass added fuel to the could disassociate, in my mind, the two
alone, transferred tie- box from the wagon to
|
flame, and kwidled by degrees a confla- ideas of act and intent. My studies had boat, and east the 1 odie- into tin* centre of the
gration that continued to burn so long as long ago made me perfectly familiar with | lake. Subsetplently he boasted of having se< urelv vv rapped tie* bodie- in untempered wire,
The the doctrine of the civil law, that in ordei
it could feed on fresh material.
that they could never become unfa-tened.
pillule in that phial is the little spark, the to constitute guilt, there must be a union -o
that, by’the aid of a heavy mortar and a
intention,
oceans are the prairies, and tin* oxygen of action and
'faking the ami
tl:il-iron. they vwiv hold -ceinvly anchored at
the fuel upon which the lire is to teed property of another is not theft, unless,
the hottom of the lake. Some, however, doubtuntil the globe perishes in inextinguish- as the lawyers term it, there is the animus
It wa> and is stoutly
ed this monstrous -lory.
So in homicide, life may be
maintaii ed that the bodie- ».f the victims were
able flames. The elementary substances furandi.
< b neva Medical College, and some
sold
to
the
in
some
whilst
taken
in that small phial recreate themselves; lawfully
instances,
eireumstanees seemed to attest the truth of this
they are self-generating, and when once the deed may be excused in other?*. The revolting charge. Ibiloif returned home the
sheriff
the
and
must
under
felon,
deprives him
necessarily sweep
hangs
next dav and lifted the empty box from the
fairly
way,
somewhat a-wagon, without the aid ■.( h
onward, until the waters in all the seas of existence : yet nobody thinks of accusmurderer then made
There is, however, one ing the officer of murder, 'flic soldier |1 ton!shed neighbor. T1
are exhausted.
of
hi- wife, braved the
hi> way !<» the kiiisinei.
great dillercneo between the burning of a slays his “iiemy, still the act is considered I danger
of detection, and iuveiit-d a trivial talc
prairie and the combustion of an ocean : heroical. It does not therefore follow to
'Olint !ol* the ib-em-e of III- wife. The
the lire at first spreads -lowly, for the fuel that human life is too sacred to he taken
j matter --op heeain- the -ubje.-l of <amnnoil eonis diflieult to ignite; in tin* last, it Hies away under all circumstances. The point I versation. b '. I.MlIoif with that singular
with the rapidity of the wind. Ibr the to be considered was tints narrowed down ! as-maud' that lias marked hi- whole eareei
ealmlv I'-maim d at the lmus- ■; hi- brother-insubstance is oxygen, and the mo>t inflam- into one grand inquiry, whether Summerlaw.
riually be announced P tlie mother of
lield was properly to be regarded as hortis i liis wile that lu r
mable agent in nature."
daughter wa- in Ohio. Suspp
Rising from my seat 1 went to the liumani generis the enemy of the human j eio11 had tak-n hold of the public, however, and
bo
so
the li 'lion which •iiiicb d the mother did not
washstand in the corner of the apartment, race or not. If he should justly
and thawing a bowl half full of Spring considered, then it would not only be not j impose upon the pooph at large. A committee
visited [him and demanded that lie should )»roValley water, 1 turned to Summerlield a crime to kill him. hut an net worthy of dllee hi- Wife HI-1 child, or tell where till V Were
and remarked, “Words are empty, the highest commendation. Who blamed I to be found. II- promi-ed compliance, and
McKenzie for hanging Spencer to the
when tic party bad left him he tied from tintheories are ideal —but facts are things."
town and ran all tin- way to Auburn, a distance
Vet in his eu.se, the lives ol
“1 take you at your worth" So lying, yardarm?
Willi
; Of no miles, between -UUl i-e and suilset.
a small
crew were in
it of
lie
the

rising,

1

>

>

>

approached

bowl, emptied

ship’s

only

jeopardy.

feet

blistered

alll

swollen

lie

a

boat'd

the

got
Who condemned I'oinpey for exterminat- i train at that
place, and came face to face with
ing the pirates from the Adriatic? Vet in ! hi- brother-in-law. who had beep sent on t
his e;i<*‘, only a smai. portion of the HoA master of deceit, Rudolf
arrest tie* fugitive.
removed the -i.-pi-ion- of hi- aptor, whom he
man
It-•public was liable t devastation.
indue.-.I
to
actually
aec.mpunv him on a pre\\ In* accuses Charlotte ('onlay of a--:t
tended vi-it to III- wife.
\< l’utf.do he gave
filiation for stabbing Marat in his hath?
thinrelative, whom In*
.rcduloiis
-Iii»
Sill her arm only saved the lives of a few
let io go on the -t canter t«.
lev eland, while he,
th-'ii-and of revolutionary Frenchmen.
him-eif. remained at I in lb In until the next lav.
Il< was caught at < lev eland, tried at Ithaca,
And to come down to our wn times, who
and
ntem d
vn
in the Auburn State
heaps accusation upon the heads ol prison. In prison. :•yearhalf-way to the ceiling.
new phase of character
“For (lod’s sake," I cried, extinguish Lincoln, Thomas or Shoriden, or even
was de v elope. |.
The 111.mi of blood became
the (lames or we -hall set the building on (.rant, though in marching to victory over
patient, amiable book-worm, and pursued with
tin I.
/.eal all tin- volume.- of
crushed rebellion they deemed it necessary
icuee and art
tire!”
if ! that the kiudncs- of hi- ii lor would allow him.
“Had 1 dropped tin potassium into the to wade through seas of human gore
! and hi- own limited mean- could procure,
lb
bowl as you prepared it,” he quietly re- society has the right to defend itself from
j was employed in even departm. nt of prison
marked, “the building would indeed have the assaults of criminals, who at best can
To
ev.-rv mechanical task, no matter
industry.
been consumed.”
Lower and lower fell only destroy a few of its members, why j how trivial, lie applied some new principle,
lb- finally became a pattern designer, and some
the flickering flames, paler ami paler should I hesitatw when it was apparent
beautiful -p.-eunens are the result of his genius.
grew the blaze, until Anally the lire went that the destiny of the globe it-' it hung
In ls''b I as term evpiivd. and he was released
n
the balance'?
If Summertield should
out, and I rushed up to see the etleels nf
The people Were more bittei
upon S< :et V.
live and carry out his threats the wlnde
the combustion.
thane.
agaiii'i I'c
irn
I murderer, and he
was confronted with a n.-w cliarg-* of imirdei
Not a drop jot water remained in the world would feel the shock; his death
oi
instead
..bdle
ti-m.
'kiihd
ill iheintrucievessel! Astonished beyond measure at was the only path to perfect safety.
<*t the law h« !a11•_’!i-• d in tic face of the -heritf,
i asked the privilege of meditation for
what l had witnessed and terrified almost
."
I
humor, accompanied him
; and with great
one hour, at the hands of the committee,
to the verge of insanity, I appro.ched
to woi k dilligentlv
! to the hh.o a jail. lb
Summerlield and tremblingly inquired, b; fore I would render a decision either
to pr. ; are the argument for his ...vn
t-e. and
when
tie
"f
trial
a me
he astonished Hu
that
recess
the
above
“To whom, sir, is this trememiuous secret wav.
day
During
arguknown?” “To myself alone,” he respond- mentation occupied my thoughts. The I and Reach by hi-familiarity with the principles
It did not
i and ruling- of tin* legal tribunals.
ed ; “and now answer me a question, is time expired and I again presented myneed the elaborate arguments of the aeomplishself before them.
1 did not deem it re- j ed criminal, however, to convince the Distrn tit worth the money ?”
|
Attorney that the charge of murder, after the
quisite to state the grounds of my decision : I briefly signified my assent and j former trial, wa- untenable, and reluetantlv
It is is entirely unnecessary to relate in
criminal wa- ordered f>» be -,-t at liberfv.
the
made instant preparation to carry the plan
detail the subsequent events connected
A<; \l.\ .'I'V 1 ! N( TI»— AN I
V 1*1
into execution
with this transaction. 1 will only add a
on the line of the J’acifw
I III t tin- ]
referred to the
>| !<• i >« rl in :i I n i" I
Having
passed
general statement, showing the results <>l Railway more than once, 1 was perfectly charge ir. another (• tiu. If.* was indicted for
Hi" iini'i! v •>;' hi- !iil«l, :iinl wa< remanded 1.•
my negotiations. Having fn 11 \ .-atistied familiar with all of its
windings, gorge- rail. In !:in** li- w:ij»i'»*in>nn«*i•« 1 cnilty mul
myself that Summerlield actually held in and precipices.
I"' hanged.
!
iI• *i• he practiced tin*
>entoinvd
his hands the fate fit' the whole world
(
H in,,
lunu
in*
;l 111*
III'!' for wliii !i li'' 11: t' 1 11W a v
been • 1 i
with its millions of human beings, and by j
i'll |.o tin- purpose and
worked upon the fee I in*;**
the public I digui-ln11. Hi
*t* \\ :i> :i nntt.T of n >
experiment having tested the combustion i knows thu rest.
"I !ln jailor tint hi|
of sea water, with equal facility as fresh, !
Mitt of tin* jailor, :i promising
ilitlirii
Having been fully acquitted by two la<I .*1 ty.frThe
tw nt'. > »I'". wa- put in charge of tin*
I next deemed it niv duty to call the at- j
j
1
tribunals of the law.
make this final apt
r. r.'iv
in-truc*tion from PnHoif in
prison
a
men
in
tenlion ot
few of the principal
j
to mv follow moil throughout the
l.-itin ami other '•Indie-. and in tinn* fell comSan Francisco to the extreme importance ! peal
i*l his teacher.
tli<’
iiilliu'iii
undi'-r
'I'ln*
State, and ask them eonlidently not to tv
plrt.'h
I
: two il.-d i:i
of Summerlield’s discovery.
May. I*:.;, and f.»r months ltiill<*il
verso tin .judgments already pronounced.
wand.■ml ihroun'i tin* mountainous districts of
1 am eonseious of no guilt: 1 find no I N«*rlli*• n r1l< re In', carer differs
tim;. I\ ani ..
two State University professors, a physiremorse; 1 need no. repentance. For mo j in in* ".'tithl ! atuiv from any vulgar erimician, a judge ami two Protestant divines ,
I
and
n,.
I’,
tint!
has
no
terrors
and
eonseious
util.
i'it*. carried him on
tty
justice
were selected by me to witness the exper- j
lad me lie judged solely l*v the {until ls.*»s, win n i k "i the continual torture
intent on a large scale. This was done at | sting,
of tin* .'harm* hanging "V.i him. and perfectly
i
motives which actuated me, and the im- 1
'iil.l not t ik-• lii.s lit",
conscious that tin- law
a small sandhill lake, near the sea shore, I
of tin: end accomplished, and I ! li<* gave himself into tin* hands of tin* law and.
but separate! front it by a ridge ut lofty portance
shall pass unscathed both temporal and
trial. In- wa> again ivloA'od
a ft or an exhaiistiv.
j
mountains, distant not more than ten miles eternal tribunals.
! afl. r Ihirtoi n v.-ar-' *iiiI»at with iii'ti.a
Lr.oViDAs I “a i:k i:i:
from San l'rancisco. livery single drop
a
11 Il
Wire
The poopl.
nraged beyond
of water in the pool was burnt up in less
Like drooping, dying | »-vpresston by this linal triumph of tin* mur1,i >st S t A Its.
1
a
in
March
tnrlmlent
and
"«'•••.
mass asderer.
than fifteen minutes. Wo next did all stars our loved ones so
away from our {! '•■•mhled he Ion* tie- pi :>on. and resolved to tear
that we could to pacify Summerlielil, and !
our ambi
The
of
our
stars
hopes,
to
before
sight.
the monster
piece-.
permitting him to
endeavored to induce him to lower his j lions, our
t he sheriff had antieipatprayers, whose light ever shine•srajx* tin in again,
d something *»t the kind, and removed the
price and bring it within the bounds of a j before us, leading us on and up, they
hr|.11 e tne appoini'. .1 time.
At thilint without avail, j
reasonable possibilty.
suddenly fade from the firmament of our pris.en
time.
I'pieion pointed to the tir-l murder comHe began to grow urgent in his demands, hearts, and their
place is left empty, cold j mitt, i1
Kulloif. and the bodies were sent to
and his brow would cloud like a tempest- and dark. A mother’s
steady, soft and Prof. l>oieinus for analysis. The report exasridden sky whenever we approached him earnest
light that beamed through all perated still further the public mind, and tin*
that
on the subject.
eriminal wandered about in secrecy and conFinally, ascertaining
our wants and sorrows; a father’., strong,
tinual tear.
no persuasion could soften his heart or
quick light, that kept our teet from stumIlls i. ist
uimi:.
touch his
was
in the dark and treacherous ways;
feelings, a sub-committee
bling
appointed to endeavor if possible to raise a sister’s light, so mild, so pure, so conFrom the date of his release in ls.V.», t<» that
the money by subscription. Before tak- stant, so firm, shines upon us from
gentle of his arrest in P.inghamtoi; m 1*70 t< r theI
ing that step, however, we ascertained loving eyes and persuading us to grace murder of l-'rederiek A. otMirriek, lie alternate
in the role of a professor
languages, a lawyer.
beyond all question thatSummerlield was and goodness; a brother’s light, bright Are.,
between the metropolis an«l the western
the sole custodian of this dread secret, and hold and honest; a lover’s
light for- distriet of Pennsylvania, where his brother
and that he kept no written memorial of ever
iv'peetaldeeitizen of Hidgesleeping in our soul, and illuminat- Pull.Ml Kill loti’-. >n.i the
lie even
the formula of his prescription,
on
night of the lilth of Auing our goings and comings: a friends wav, resides,
store of Messrs. Halloek of
the
is7'».
gust.
went so tar as to offer us a penal bond
true and trusty—gone out forever?
light,
Binghamton was entered, and a quantity id’
that his secret should perish with him in No! The
light lias not gone out. It is silks stolen from the shelves and bundled up
ease we complied with his demands.
shining beyond the stars, where there is as for removal, by a party of men wearing
masks. Two of the party, there being three
The sub-committee soon commenced no night! and no darkness forever and forin all, busi«*d themselv es in securing the good*
work amongst the wealthiest citizens of ever, Never eal! a man lost until he is
while the third stood guard at the bedside of
San Francisco, and by appealing to the buried in a hopeless grave. No man is
two clerks who s|t*|>t m the building. The
terrors of a few and the sympathies of all, lost upon whom any inlUionco can be exclerks, awakened by these operations, arose
and attacked the watcher, whose cries caused
succeeded in raising one-half the amount erted; no mail is lost to whom the otter
his companions to abandon their designs on the
I shall of the gospel may be brought, it is but
within the prescribed period.
goods and conic to his rescue. In the ensuing
I sat by one of the
a few weeks since
never forget the wo-begone faces of Calistruggle two of the burglars received injuries,
fornia street during the month of October. purest and lovliest females who was once
and Frederick A. Mirriek, clerk, was killed
The outside world and the newspapers degraded, but who is now at the head of
by a pistol shot in the head, at the hands of
clerk, ran to
spoke most learnedly of a money panic— a family highly respected and beloved. one of the gang. Thethesurviving
alarm; the burglars
the street and ga\e
tVo are never to he discouraged. There
a pressure in business, and the disturbrear and lied, leaving behind
the
to
escaped
But is no man or woman so vile but (lod may
ance in the New York gold room.
them among other things, a pair of shoes, one
to the initiated there was and easier solu- bring them washed and saved to his
of which was ill shaped and lifted by long
lie who rears tip one child to
tion of the enigma. The pale specter of kingdom,
wear to a deformed left foot.
mis cttooivK!) si tot’
death looked down upon them all, and Christian virtue, or recovers one fellow
pointed with its bony linger to the fiery creature to (foil, builds a temple more Fventually led to his convict ion of the murtomb of the whole race, already looming precious than Solomon’s or Peter’s, more der of the clerk, Mirriek. It was not however,
hi-* assurance, and his legal knowledge
Day enduring than earth and heaven. It is until
up in the distance before them.
and bravado, had enabled him to escape conalter day I could see the dreadful ravages not the painting, gilding and carving that viction
on the first trial,
lie had gone live
of this secret horror; doubly terrible, makes a good ship; but if she be a nimble
miles on foot within the sixty minutes after
since they dared not divulge it. Still, do sailor, light and strong to endure the
his discharge, when an oiHcer arrived with
It is the
that crooked shoe, | ItiillolFs case is like Wilall that we could, the money could not he seas, that is her excellence.
in the
obtained. The day proceeding the last edge and temper of the blade that makes son’s in the Connecticut State Prison,
matter of a deformed foot and in his general
one given, Summerfield was summoned a good sword, not the richness ot the
lie was again caught and
character
also]—and
before) the committee, and full informa- scabbard; and so it is not the money or arrested, Being ordered l*v the Sheriff to retion given him of the state] of affairs. possessions that makes a man considermove his left boot, producing at tin* same inObdurate, hard and cruel he still rontiuu- able, hilt his virtue. [Theodore Parker.. stant the tell-tale shoe, lie auk to tin* ground

nine-tenths ot iis contents, and silently
dropping the potassium-coated pill into
the liquid. The potassium danced around
the edges of the voss< I, fuming, hi -ing
and bla/ing, as it alw iv does, and -.Tilled on the point of expiring, whee. tn m.\
astonishment and alarm a sharp explosion
took place, and in a second of time the
water was blazing in a red. lurid column
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Letter From Boston,
tetter From Rockland.
Endangered.
Correspondence of the Journal.
like
all
the
which,
shop,
city
Correspondence of the Journal.
institutions of the kind in the State, has
Boston, June 4, 1871.
Rockland, June 5.
ANN I VEliS A1! Y \V E E K,
been an incomprehensible affair, has de“From brightning fields of ether, fair disclos’d,
Child of the sun, refulgent Summer comes;
veloped anew mystery. His Honor the contrary to ils usual custom, lias been
In pride of youth, and felt thro’ nature’s depth,
lie comes attended by the sultry hours,
Mayor and Dr. Brooks, a committee to very pleasant, if one nan forget that it lias
And ever-fanning breezes on his way.”
examine into its allairs, have discovered been exceedingly hot. Wo have had anThe sudden changes of the last few days,
which like the ghost niversaries of all kinds. The long-faced front almost winter’s cold to summer’s heat,
a band of liquid,
of Hamlet's progenitor, comes in a ques- descendants of the Puritans, who believe has made a decided change on the lace of naIt is'nl catalogued, and that the one who differs front them is ture; and though farmers say that unless we
tionable shape.
soon have rain, they will not have half a crop
! they can’t name it. The iluid smells doomed to eternal death, have met here
of hay, I never saw the Helds and surrounding
but
tastes
like rum. The Doc- with full ranks, and have enjoyed themlike gin.
country look fairer than it does at this time.
tor has brought his chemical skill to bear
selves hugely, in hurling brimstone with
Though there may not be many things about
upon it in vain. The Mayor held a glass- a lighted match applied, at the heads of our city that is attractive, we feel proud of our
ful up to the light of day, took aim at it all unbelievers. That may perhaps ac- harbor and surrounding scenery, and believe
The Public Health

Ohio Demoeratir State Convention.

Our

nomocracy of Ohio met in (\)ii-
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by
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being
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lion.
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made
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I.D1TOR AN1>

mi \ <»r ru r ( oxv i:\ n«>\.
| thank
this honor you h:;\e done in select in,"'
!
I
in o.l,' over \our meeting to-dav.
i.iii'k you ;tl! the more, Inraitse 1 sue hom tin
:nh',
which crowd this hall, from Iheen: hu -ia-m which they e \ l ibit. from the I mill o|
whi, h sparkle- in Ilnur eyes, that the
pin! of 1 >einocr:'cy i- Mo*. :uul that they
o
determined t*t ina:i”-urati- to-day a liio\ e0 >it
which, in it- r< -nil-, will rescue the
■uni r> IVom the in :i'P oft lie spoiler and place
-oeu'ivU up Mill, linn foundation oleonstiI not remind you that
1 Mlidial liber! \.
I in
iartiviu and vi.iror are the sword in action,
dclihi lotion and harmony and co-operation
c—enliai element- o| council. I will not
,111
tain von a minnle loiiyer. lull a-kofyouto
proceed with the husinc" *>t' tin convention.
r>.

lor
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wltliiii the year,
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Terms.
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SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have tin nddres n
papers changed, must state the Post Ollieo to whirl
the paper has been sent as will as to wliicb i! i
to go.

t’onuniltoe

lot it t ion. (h

reported

man.

\\

(i.

.Morgan

<>t

Chair-

w:i-

lisi <d 1,'urteon resolves.

a

I he lir ! two of the
I'll.'

lb- .dutions.

on

ie

an- a*

follow*

’I h:tl <lri'Mi-iin in" the e\lraoialmai \
lin y were broinrlit about. \v«
a*
:na <»m; !i-h«
I 1;i«-I11n' thm
,<n-'nlne nt
t<> Ih
x
.n-nmiioii recently «!<*m
iaro<l :nlo|itr-l. ami rommlcr tin’
amc a<
on-vr |• (>|jii.••:!
before tin- country.
Sir.ivn. Wo «l«*m run I that the rule of Mriet
oiMrtiolion -I- proclaimed by tin- Ii«
.tin i'. accepted by -tatostm-n of -il! parli<
-v ions to tin- war. a ml embodied in fin- tenth
an 11 11 m n t
to tin»n I it n t ion, In ri^orou-h
■i'lio.1 1 • tin < -a s’ituuou a« ii.i-. im lmliii”
tin- til too i*i -4*0111 amendment* al»o\o ivl.-nv.l
io. ami iimi-t that the-o amendment- -hall oi
hall m>l ho In l.l to Iijvo. m
in
re-pect, al-.I oi nn.'lilio-l tin' original theory ,aml < harh-r
-! the i-Vdoral <.overnment, but onl\ t
I tho power* iloi. ::: 11 o. I to it. ami
ii la
i•
that extent mi l m* inmv to ha\
:ibr>.|_• -•.|
in
at. m
■orvo-i in Jit o| tin- Stab--; ami
nioii-lnml. tin- lVmo< rati>- party plc im
a lull, faithful* ami ab-oiute
If
xoeulion
m I
...
. of tho ( on-! i!ni ion a- it now
to all per- oll■a:is|.oi nil
•, I:. 1 1 i :lit
hi il. without ili-tim lion >f a.--.-, color or
mliliou.
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Its members

are called the Free
Religionists, and all who come are welcomed, whether they be Protestant, Jew,

ance.

avers

him from Ids

long line of illustrious patriots who have
ministered to the oily’s spiritual needs,

Catholic, Mahometan, or Infidel.
The
object of the meeting is that a free discussion of the different creeds may be had,
to determine which is the right one. Last

until it is !«»-1

come

that h was turned

da\ ii
the

Subscriber-' are requested tot.d. notice ol Hied itt
on the colored
slips attached to the paper. It is tin
only form el receipt now used. For instance, l.
May 7 1. means that the subscript ion is paid to that
date. When a new p'avment Is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt in lull is sent with every paj» r. Sub.-crib. r~
in arrears are requested to lorward tin- sum
dm
In sending money, Hat, Til E POST H'Hri
to which,the paper is sent..® ft

o\

with tin' living. A new sect, or one
niiglif say no sect, has made its appear-

starting point.

toils

were

Spiritualists have

liirnMied with fresh instructions to trace
that dubious Iluid

and their

The
very interesting.
been hero, too, holding
sweet converse with departed ones as well

lie damned.

(•

large attendance,

same

And

way.

so on

foggy

as

him

through

in I he mists of

becomes as

and

over to

the

in
the

antiquity,

the Free Lovers, who would turn
upside down if they could, set

the world

Darwin-

Ai'iiUSTA, Ga., May
Davis arrived last night,
serenaded at the Planter's Hotel, and

naught

Jefferson
when lie was
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loyal postmaster at Sparta, Ohio, made
mind to turn an honest penny by u-iue
canceled stamps, and was lined $lnd.
A Fall River man recently told his wile, that
"lave was the only woman who never threatened logo and live with mamma." To which
'In* replied that then
\dani was tin* only man
w ho never tantalized his wife about tin* w iv
lo
cook
mother used
!"
The
up his
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The authorities of (.’am.5 **n have
i< 1-. 1 n-.t
Nomkn.
n i--m- h<»nd< in :iid of tie roiHtnu-tion of tin*
in his lettei lie expressed a desire lobe
llaldwin.
mp!\ the question of m yro suffrage i-conFinding sin* was discovered, of the route.
rm-1. :.ml ii i- the only merit which i- in tin
llailroad to ltocklaiid, until tin* Kno\ :m.l !,inIl'>u. 11 :iiim ib:il Hamlin and lion. Win. 1*.
buried with her and hi child.
she made a confession, and acknowledged j
iim-mlment.
Letter
From
Thoma9ton.
•oln road gets it rails t«» tin* latter point.
i'ItelI!iIt
Suppn-e. my f.llow-eitizeu-.
i•:!'-'*«i
Farmington. Wednesday
1;
Wile 11
!'• j "i; iei 1 : slip] I0.se that
!a-t Journal.
it«;• lit. «»n :i li-liiny expedition.
Adv. stealing many articles that had not been
[Portland
Correspondence ol the Journal.
"i:
The
papii-ion iihniittiny it to the
IIookkiFs Opinion < u (Iuani.
riu‘ black die.
We «li» tlot know wliat tin* authorities of ( am~i tie-, ami suppri-. ihi' --fourths of the Stales
mosquitoes, and “no- missed. She seemed very penitent, and
TiroMaston, dune r»th, I T1.
re p<m-ild<>
Y ) ( )l»server i
l
len have decided to Jo, or il they ha\ e derided
tiea
(N.
ee-'cm-'’ mv just now in their glory. Pn- her
employers, being kind hearted men.
I suppose the outside world would like to
to Jo anythin". in the matter of i-suin" bondii!v
>-1 in
the future, :;• i«I no
edit aequirlor the following statement
le-s tljo-e eminent black republicans have did not wish to
for building the railroad, hut are ipiitc eertain
! under t! :il aniritdineu! <• >11 !<t In- taken awn\
prosecute1 her, and inter- fear, once in a while, from this good, moral
that tin* above paragraph doe- not state the
<■
*•
of
nl
‘•Fighting doe” Hooker arrived at O
it.
\V
we
sill
n,do
any
j*>-:i!
j:i
hy,l!e
got hide- like t!ie rhinoceros, they will ceded with the court in her behalf*. She r-ligious and consequently democratic town. 1
« a-e
correctly. The vote of the town W:i~ that
:i -lnrifinj■••••I\ <•- ii|. 'h :i i|i-.-ii"-i,.ii ofthc>e two
wego
yesterday morning on the -learner
it would loan it credit ten pel- rent, "provided
11:ive an experience compared with which was let out under a
\\ In
bail which was Well, to begin with, we have bad alive (iov- Lawrence, en route for Magnesia Springs,
ii1 ii'liinMil •'
I
iv. n. d \v> 1 >.'Hi'xT:i1light
a v11lli1 -i•1111 <iim -hall hi* raised hy -tib-crip!ion
ernor among us for several days past,
liovernm•-1
in !
r:i t onrsolvi
the tei ro)
the tabled Ku KIn\ are iner- fhrnished
pun
| Michigan, whither he i bound lor tieand from other source to eoinpieie road from
by a brother of her betrothed or Rerham
u ’. j.
«<1 1 Ii i
m 11 11 m«* ii l, \\ 11 i 11 if it \v< iv
has been here—a very respectable
fhe dearner made
< anideli
village to Rockland to eoiuii'et with « bill, and against which the bayonet law lover.
| benefit of his health
ill"lot Ii.' '.inni'Mi
Hut the detective, in hunting up
ui'i nt of the whole
the Knox and Lincoln Railroad."
I h only
looking person indeed, and if he were not Ber- a short Stop at Oswego, during which
C 111 be of UO avail.
•*]•!.• "I tin' oUlltl V. Would ]e;i\0 till- right
the missing goods, had found a clue to a
kun would be, perhaps a democrat. I think the (Jeneral talked very freely n| the
iptestion according to thi- vote, for the town
'ill 11' -1 l.\ tin I'hirl, mall Jo hi' voir is lull, as
authorities to decide is .whether I lie I*. i’». A IL
'■m-.-U .i
of j.i«»].< rt> tint In- ;i<•The Portland Press, copying our list large amount of property, that wa*« not liis helict in the doctrine of universal salvation war, its conduct and the re tilt, and in
:my
II.
IL
have
-uilii
ient
the
loan.t
m<*ans,ineludin;;
I.iImii
And now, my fellow*
111ir.•« 1 hy h
ol" promiuenl Democrats IVoin whom a
mentioned in her confession, and he was is somewhat shaken, especially, so far as the the course of the conversation, expressed
'i/• 11-. :i- to tlii
I’oiirioonlh Amendment, 1 complete the road. They may he unable to -at
11
said
1"*
republican party is concerned. He attended tree I y his opinion of Oram
t '-aim >t «!••!.it-- it.
It i- full o( claptrap i-ly themselves on this point, and it may
candidal*4 lor (Governor may be elected, not
willing to relinquish it until he had U<\. Mr. Mason's
to call another town merlin" to inihmvli vc-ter- Oraiit tried to get control of lie* Omni
upon th.' -i:!.;- ! "f tin- limitation of tin repre- necessary
(orthodox)
succeeded in unraveling the whole affair.
I :h.
but “we blocked
oi:iti.»n
-h.tr-.
It i- full QfA-laptrap struct them, hut it is hoped by even friend of remark:dtv, and was an attentive listener. The re- ! Army ol the Republic,
the railroad thut the matter will not he delayed
Wi- have now only to add the name of Win.
ii• 11 tin "ill.i»• <• of our own <li-l*t, wlii- li no
until tin Knox and Lincoln road i- .-ompleted,
Upon investigation he found that the cruiting officers, for ‘‘the Army of Our Lord | him."1 Continued ‘Fighting doe,” Ii is
••‘iiiori -,l Ii i- j*ro|.o>c*<l to repudiate. whi- h no
If. '•dnipo.n of If I la--1 to make t lie list complete.
to
several line each been able, recently,to -ecuro a goodly my absolute conviction tliat wen* you
to
stolen property amounted
I »■ lie. rati'- < oii\. ntion rrtainly h i' over pr<>- for it i- expected that < 'amd«*n will derive many
Xevi ltheh
tin* belief in the editorial
advantages hy bavin." a track ready to receive
! walk the length of lb-oadwav you could
i’
.1 !•» repudiate, if individual bcinoerals
went
live
Bro.
Emery
mmber.
her
hundred
and
when
he
asked
dollars,
Yesterday
tin*
stock of the other road as soon a
room «if thi;
ia\ have
not
meet a man 1 -s ♦pialilied tor the
thought it might to he repudiated. It that rolling
paper, and one that cannot
is completed, [Camden Herald.
uaeud of bis eolaborers, and seemol pleas- <1.
too, that we shall not a--atme the
i'i |>"
I he shaken, i that the slinks and arrows where sin* had put it she told him, he was
Presidency than (Irani. We of the a run
learn
that
lii<
I
cannot
i'l*t
all
this
of Ihi < 'onfederate States. CJod knows
period
The information came 1 o us from a
know him belter than the people at. large.
for hunting it up and added
“Now During
have as-mued as intieli as we can p.i\
of our eotemporary will have to lu» direct- paid
Satanic Majesty has been able to secure even When his
Adjutant. Oeu. Rawlins, was
source entitled
to eredit.
»I ready, without undertaking to shoulder the
\V<* did not
find it it you can.” Her bondsman, findThe
forces.
old
one additional number to bis
ed a I another mail: during the campaign
alive, the President seemed to lie ellihtird'-n of any State or < onfederate States in the
stuti* nil that we learned, berau >■ the
sunk
had
in
lie
her
crime
than
and
no
deeper
•nth.
s-rpent has been driven from our Eden,
eient. and successful; but when Rawlins
We hail continue to be simply ti defend- ing
[Applause.] |i j> a mere claptrap of
I ipi lap', wId' h di gi azealous friends of the enterprise, the
1 he fundamental inIb* i now
any idea of, delivered her up, and she ev‘1 reptile remains, save a few gossipping old died, (Irani’s bottom fell out.
er of the faith.
trument w hi< li tie «'on-lilution of the United
his normal condition.” (hi one ol the
Herald im linled, might rh ino* us with
in
extoads.
t-»
committed
her
was
to
await
prison
tit*
\i \v
inivni i»:i|»• r
i\
own* is
oughllo hr. [Applause. | I -ay. then,
norse
(Irani's
Knox County Sunday School Convention I gentlemen imjuiring concerning
ii:\
trill.W-eil I. rll
aI luiVe l|Ot .1*1*11 yoilf hostility to the road
a feeling that we by
■lie-mit li'i'c in front of tin* «>i<I General Green amination.
tor re-election. Hen. Hooker
!a< o, on U ati r si r« »-t, wliioh blossoms only on
I'i.itlorm in the ptv. i-r l:m*^ua*re that I under- no
to-morrow. The Convention will | chances
me;'ts|here
means entertain.
It was reported that
muris.
i>1 .j. e|n 1 to. |
lie I
iv it ought to lie enough
“I am no politician: declined
Ir-north
one. year a ml the south sii.le the
see to it that our youth are kept on the right [replied:
!"t it' thai it pa-M-d 1»\ an enormous majority
u \t. while ev.-ry seventh year it
Mr. Hiehhorn, President of the* Company,
bio sum
A delegation of Indian Chiefs, from the
to convent ions m lsiis. ehieily begoing
[
road.
<
I rliiomentioii. | \pplatisp.j
It U the ohVeely on ail its brajjelie-.**
1 regarded (Irani unfitted for the
cause
ruine Avilh an
Indian Territory, who have been visiting
engineer to Camden, <*n
Business, generally, is dull. Captain Sam
There i ;i man in this city wlm has a
but from observation
olliee of President
wv riil' r in(i> !•*»n\ liti*»n- that w< w ill confer
on
an
and
to
in
on
otlh-e,
are
and
his
from
Saturday
town,
proposed
go
gaged
yard,
Washington,
quartered Watts, launched,
i•
tIn• r; w
1 now think, candidly and without predw ill weigh and fairlv eon.-dder
lose tlial blooms out in llu* same curious
MOO
of
about
a
last, first class, substantial ship,
at the St. James Hotel.
:i' li
icu
Where they tlifler we will with the work, under a vote of tin* Dijudiee, that (Irani eannol carry a hall'
‘ashion.
It is so unaccountable that the
to be commanded by Cupt. Harvey Mills.
h
'nn ih* Hum IT \\ «• » :m
I>nt if they can’t be
rectors -that the town authorities consult
He is \ cry e map.'
A disagreement between Manager Fisk, tons,
dozen State-a
i'
"iicil.'.l tin- opinion of the* majority must be
aH i- attributed to spiritual agency.
schooner.
set
a
large
He is, I learn, about to
up
and Aimee the prima donna of the French
"'•
I'tcil by tin- < '-mention as tin* only means ed eminent counsel upon the question
1
The- above comprise all of the ship building,
The elegant new hotel, the Itoekingof retaining in i!> integrity a part v organization
Murder at Sen.
whether, alter the town had voted ten per
Opera boull'e, has resulted in Aimee leav- think, for the season. David O’Brien has a live
,'t all—[applause]—and although I say I l.ave
lam House,at Portsmouth,was
cciil. of Us valuation under the special act.
opened last ing the company, and a promised lawsuit oak frame, in his yard, for a ship of about 1200
nut had llic-e resolution-, yet I have confidence
Nr.w V»»uk. Junn Ik
lint the genth-iie n to w lioin these resolutions
week.
It has been rebuilt by tin* lion.
it oonlil tin'll vote live per cent, more uni’ln' Ship Kuropa which arrived to-day
with James Fisk Jr. as defendant.
tons, on which he will commence operations
w. ii
intruded have carefully considered them,
Prank Jones, and is a splendid edifice, in
on Sunday last
ami III.it when so largo a majority agree to re- der tlie general railroad law, and count
The yachting season has opened, and after haying, but will hardly finish up before from Bremen, repurls that
she fell in with the brig J. L. Bowen ol
tin in, great respect as 1 have for the mem°f guests will be caremti'in?.
i"
it as iroin another source.
We learned which the comfort
down the harbor arc a daily
excursions
'■■Ts of the minority, it. seems to me that the
The lime kilns are smoking away, giving good (Rainey, Mass., tour days from this port,
looked alter. We regret that we
• -invention
Ouvf..
occurrence.
might well, without feeling and de- that tlie legal opinion was adverse to such fully
Steamer for (libraltar, whose crew had mulined,
indications of doing somethin*?.
bate. an opt now as in times past the conditwere
unable
to
an
to
invitation
the
a course.
accept
J. O. Amesburv, the
ion* ol tle ii' committee.
between here ami 1’ortlaml, is doing killing tho Captain,
I feci, too, mv foliowHoughton,
There is need of troops all over the
chief mate lay on the deck senseless and
1 itizons, that
temper and ha ling has prevailed
The
is
Thereupon the oiVieials of the town de- >peni ug.
business.
Hotel
being
a fair
Georges
to too a great an extent during this <’onvention
the terrible prevawounded, the second male had
In Washington, W. J. Finney, a country, to judge by
cided not to issue the bonds, the olliee
renovated, regenerated, and born seriously
i" enable us all to consider
In Kentucky, thoroughly
lence ot Ku-Klux outrages.
an arm broken and otherwise badly injur
ealinly and fairly
'he*c resolutions as they have been presented.
Was closed, the engineer entered the sergovernment odieial, sued the National one Samuel Johnson, a colored man, was again In short, Thomaston never looked to ed, and two men and a passenger were
1 am confident ill one thing—that you will all
better advantage than now. Prof. Jacobs is also
ol the
vice of another company, and Mr. Ilich- Republican, lor libel, asking $10,000.
a-ree with me that it was the settled
seriously beaten, fin*ofmate
dragged into the woods and whipped
purpose
to many thanks for his care of the
flu* brig to
o! the Democratic
was put on board
The jury gave their verdict in favor of the nearly to death bj’ a party who broke in- entitled
Kuropa
parly to declare before the born regretfully departed.
people o| the country that we intend no revoluall for voting the. Democrat- stiee s, and the clerk of the weather is remem- bring her to this port. The brig is own- I
11' this is not the state of the ease, we newspaper. There was a woman in the to his house,
i
tionary attack upon these amendments to the
ic acket. Then there was another negro, bered for his attention to the shade trees, which ed in this port by C'apt. J k. Ingraham,,
« onstitnlion, either
by individuals or by State shall he glad to publish the correct one,
Sid Embry, who voted for a Democratic look tincly.
No. 2d South St.” There were 0 seamen,
legislation. or bv the organization ol States. I
—'Pile Kennebec Journal is needlessly
if the Herald will give it to us. lint we
The K. & L. U. It. has been arrested at Wis- all colored, and C'apt. d. O. Amesbury,her
if is tine to the people of tin;
iv
magistrate at Athens, Ky., and was the
country that
*1 guess 1 have a good
lhal nint h we should have declared; lint, in
shall dissent entirely from the position borrowing trouble for the democrats of next night taken from his house and shot casset, whether in jail there, or not, or the cause commander, said
s ievv of these amend incuts, no resolutions
to death.
In Tennessee, one Serath was of arrest, 1 do not know. It has been suggest- set of men.” < >ne of them had been drinkwhich
this
State.
11
that
the
branches
or
feeders
of
a
railroad
been
on
say’s—
iiiId have
the subject would
passed
tried and lined $25 for Ku-IIluxing his ed, by some one, that the company is short of ing, but of him it was remarked that he
have declared, or could have declared, more should be built in advance of the main
Should they conclude to adopt the Vallandigcome out ot it.
colored servant-girl. His manner of op(’apt. A. was
Hem that. Mv fellow-citizens, it. is impossible
ham idatform there would be no necessity of
(jruvcl for ballast, and, consequently, won't be would soon
in this heated air to speak further.
I thank trunk.
Speaking after some experience their making a nomination. Having endorsed eration was to tie her up bj- the thumbs, put in operation until the requisite amount is :\u officer of long experience at sea and
which he did three times, on each occasion
has never been liable, to difficulty
the principles of the republican party they
you again for the nomination you have con- in the troubles and trials of new railroads,
forthcoming. There will he an adjourned one who
i'rred upon me. I thank you, 1 say again, for
might as well go Hie whole figure and vote for a heroic girl, Miss Henry, cutting her
his crew. The mate is named Jerewe say to our Camden friends that
held at Waldoboro, this week, by the with
meeting
the confidence wnieli that nomination implies.
they Governor IVrhaiu.
from Rockland, Me., and a
down. This case aroused great loyal into devise ways and means to finish miah Sleeper,
I hope during the canvass I will not abuse your will do well to
“make haste slowly.”
Rather more than that is required to dignation until it was discovered that Company,
tnM or betray your
the road.
nephew of the Captain. A passenger who
confidence, or do anything
In tin* large list of names, in the Journal last is included among the injured men is a
make them qualified supporters of Pcrham. Serath was a radical, never having voted
unworthy of iIn* man who is til to be trusted
w ith
tlie standard of the Democratic
the Democratic ticket, and now efforts are week, from which to select the democratic can- young Spanish gentleman from Cadiz.
in
parly
the
in
of
the New Hampshire
favor
didate for Governor, Waldo's claims seem enthe year IS, 1, the forerunner of 1X72, which is
Legislature met They must resolve to bo
making to have the line remitted. 15ut tirely ignored. Was the omission accidental, Capt. Ingraham has gone to the United
to witness the triumph ol Democratic
enforcement of the prohibitory liquor law,
princi- on Wednesday.
in expectation of procurDespatches
farther North, even in Jacksonville, 111., or
say that
which
is
and
bv
personal modesty? In Knox County, too, States Marshal
witness
ples,
the return of our
thgrc is no doubt of tbc election of Wes- and then, for tear of losing votes, slitter this terrible Klan operates. In that place the Journal was rather fastidious and part ial ing the services of a Revenue Cutter to
Government to the old ways of constitutional
Edmund Wilson sounds as take charge of the refractory crew when
administration. | Applause.]
the wives of prominent white Radicals in its selection.
ton, Democrat, as (lovernor.
There the Stab* to be Hooded with bad rum.
band and cleaned weld as A. P. Gould, and I nominate him. they arrive. The mutiny appears to have
The Convention at its evening session com- will he a coalition of Democrats, Labor Such a crop of delirium tremens was organized an armed
Wilson
sounds well. I am hound to
Governor
out a notorious colored bawdy house, at
been a murderous assault, probably withlook after the interest ol my fellow townsmen,
pleted the State ticket by making the following Reformers and. Liberal Republicans, never before produced as in the few which their husbands were
too familiar and shall see to it that they are both put in out provocation.
nominations:
Dor Attorney-General, E. S.
which will carry the organization of the months that Pcrham has administered the visitors, treating the female wards of the training for the Gubernatorial honors of ’71.
Wallace, of Springfield. Auditor of State,
It is exceedingly dry here just now, with no
nation without the least regard for their
laws of the" State.
young men
House.
the fields and pastures are dried up.
Monday afternoon, live worthy
Joseph U. Coekerill,of West Union. Treasurer
If President Grant is not rain, and
civil rights.
of
illey
l>ayis, \\were
looks prosperous with us, except the m ployed in the machine shop
1’.
S.
Nothing
A
of
WednesConcord despatch
—Col. A. W. Bradbury delivered an el- too much
of Slate, Dr. Ijrcaght, of (’incinnati. Supreme
village,
the
with
at
North
Andover
tone,
depot
of
S
sports
engrossed
for a speedy democratic reign, which
prospects
while
ashing,
Judgo, G. W. Geddes, of Mansfield. Board of d:ty says that the Democratic Speaker was oquent address in -Portland, on Decora- Long Branch, could he find time to send will revive all things, and make mankind glad. ro wned in North Andover pond,
boat.
Just So.
Public Works, Arthur Hughes.
elected
around to these places?
a
a few
qV a squall capsizing the
tion
of two.

1 lo

all

on

year, and
about four per
hist,

A clergyman of Cairo. 111., expressed lately
bis contempt of niekles in his Sunday collection, and positively forbatle any of his congregation from contributing anything under the
of live cents. "Save your cents
j denomination
'aid the good mail, "until you have live, before
I you put your hands in this box. The willow’s
mite business is played out here.’’
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for
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an

doubt, expects to

Episcopal

government,

The Directors of the Winterport Railroad
have voted to employ competent engineers to
Work will eomMirvev the route at once.
ni'nec on the road at. the earliest practical mo-

!

./Ct the meeting of the e it v
Monday. il wa> voted to assess
the year 1>71 of #*1,000. Thin Mini
the
\pcndilure> of the eitv for the
It ipay- .-7000 ,,f flouting debt.

!•' i:\anci:.'.

( 11 v

Bernard Devine of New York, beat his wife
too often. She struck him in the le nt
with the edge of a plate, and killed him.
once

j|

c.

News of the County and City.
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have

Estes ten-

j

Radical platform.
J Democratic Platform
The
1 )r.vmr, Me.. June
The first Lay | J. Public honesty.
!
Five
National econi my.
men’s ('onferenee of I lie Met hod Li F| *i•-e
l.oai
Reduced taxation.
government.
I »■ And
|11 < Imivll met :ll Dexlei 1'» <• Ie 1 dele- I. Free
Idle
Individual liberty.
-r>.
gates In the (leueral Conference t>> l>»
State sovereignty.
holden ;il l>ro-<klyn, May, lsii:'
Joseph ;. tieueral amnesty.
linker of lirewer was chosen temporary
“The fnet is,” sai.l an elderly wit-*,
u man
chairman; Dr. A. J. \\\ Stevens ol Park- loos not know how to straighten up thine-.,
man was elected chairman ; J. M. Brooklie does not know how to begin. 1 don’t wonins of Wisoassel, seeietary.
Bidmp Ames der,” she remarked in conclusion, “that when
addressed the ConhTonee. approving of f.od made Adam In* went right to work and
made a Woman to tell him what to do.”
lay representatives. J. I*. Higgins of
Over twelve thousand acres of land are adDexter read an address to I he Maine (’onferenee of Ministers. Charles licate of vertised for sale by tin; sheritf in Lanea-ter
Ibr non-payment of taxes,
.lolly—t- Mark
Hudson and 1 foraee Mu/./ey of Se.arsmont
New-.
Taploy would ^ay. [Charleston
to the (leneral
were chosen delegateThree inmate* of tin; insane hospital at AuConference here, and Hiram Buggies and
eseaped on Sunday night, f>\ rutt ing out
K. M. Brookings of \\ i -easset were chosen agusta
whole window, sashes and all, with ail old
The Fad Main(‘ Conference ease knife sharpened. They tore up the -beets
reserves.
elected as minisleiial delegates to the belonging to their beds and lowered themselves down.
(Jeneral Conference at Dexter. Bevs. <
15. Dunn, C. D. W.ardwcll and A. Prince.
A strong argument in tavor of the p,-r-i- t«nt
use of tobacco, at least under some eire must ancon, has recently come to light in tin- dis
Laura D. fair Sentenced to he Hung.
covery of the fact that the Fiji cannibal-. positively refuse to cat gentlemen wlm are addictSan Ft: wnsro. dune
ed to the use of the weed.
On the eonelusioii of the argument of
P.angor, .Me., June ‘J Alexander .MeNiel,
Mrs. Fair’s eoimsi 1 on a motion for anew
engineer of a floating steam sawmill on the
trial, this evening, judge Dwim-l informPenobscot, just above this city, was {instantly
ed Campbell, counsel ol llu* people, that it killed this forenoon bv getting entangled in tti
murliiuery. Ills bead was frightfully crushed,
was unnecessary lor him to reply, ns hithe jurors had tailed, lb; was about :!'• years old and unmarried.
to

a

tln-re,

Mayor

Aware of the eagerness with which
every word lie might utter was watched
for and misrepresented, he would be silent: not. from any apprehensions as to
the result to him individually, but as his
utterances were made to nllert the int.ei
He did not conests of Southern people.
ceive that the principles of the lost cause
were dead, or that
the truth should remain crushed.
lb- counseled fortitude
and patience, beliming that the South
could afford to be patient under her
wrong until returning Justice achieved
the right to eyeiy freeman, a period to
which he confidently looked.
With his
feelings he was fearful t•» trut himself to
lie
because
could
not
think
one
speak,
lie looked
thing and speak another.
forward, however to the time when he
might, with propriety, -peak to his fellow
citizens as his heart mov< d him, and bade
them larewell, expressing the hope tb it
(iod would be w ith them.

a

No d< legate will be entitled to a seat in Hie Con
edition whose residence i- not eH.ihlished in im
or Plantation, which In claim t.• r« j.

reception.

s tillered.

are

o

a

Davis made his appearance on the balcony
of the hotel, where he was introduced by
Henry \\\ Ilillgard. Mr. Davis said he
recognized the peculiar claims Georgia
had upon him, and of himself upon
Georgia, for in tin* ancient eitv of Augusta his lather had identified himselfwith
the Revolutionary struggle for liberty.
If the late struggle for the prineiples of
constitutional liberty had been a crime, it
was his misfortune, for which he had fully

«

»-

held

Items, &

Local

The Knickerbocker Steam Towage Company
has just been organized on the Kennebec, tit
Gardiner. The company eoutrols four tug'.

to-

dered him the hospitalities of the city.
In response to repeated calls and cheers,

marriage vows, degrade
mankind, and in fact destroy the harmony
go :it great grandfather wa-a monkey.
A tradition exists that when the cask was of homes and society. But if, as some of
originally lapped, the dispenser of fluid the good men who have been here say,
"the right will prosper,” their doctrine
noticed that those who bought ot itseon.'
will amount to nothing.
It the prayers
tents wen* never set n again, except one
Democratic State Convention
of the righteous ascend to Heaven, they
; ea -e hardened old chap, who complained
l’’ir Democrat ol tin several Cities,'I owns, ..ml
must form so impenetrable a barrier, that season, and nothing now remains to indicate
alter drinking it, he burned a hole
Plantations el tie* Stated Maine,
re.pie. t, ,| t. jthal
the place of abode of the old hero, but '.lie two
meet in <,'ocvention to be holden at.
in his handkerchief every time he blew nothing unholy can linil audience with the
large brick chimneys which are left standing.
GRANITE HALL, AUGUSTA.
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:uni hilly that of tho IVnn.-vIvania '!«•I elect State Committee lor the polit ieal year comwas quiii* generjdly observed throughout
tic House, kept hy Mr. Ksten, where you can
.Ian. 1st, Is?.; and to transact any other 1 lie Sluksperian character, whose “days
in.TiirV.
Tilt C. 'ihlltiol! Wofo adopted mencing
business tnat may be deemed expedient.
the city, :liu1 suburbs. 'The ceremonies at get a good dinner or clam bake at short notice.
e
Every City, Town, and organized Plantation will we. foul and diinksdangerous.'’ We have
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t
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be entitled to one Delegate, and
additional Deletin* cemeteries were \ cry alVeeting, as well If a ride of a longer distance is desired. I would
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of
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expectation
origin
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choice of amli- gate l"i every ?a votes cast lor the Democrat ie eamli
recommend one around Podge'.- Mountain t-o
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date tor (iovernor at the Slate election of ls?o. mid
Il was a beautiful
be traced to 1 he State Liquor as very interesting.
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called) and by Chickawaukee Pond, or on the
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tinwounded soldiers, paying
Agency at Portland, for the manager sight
Turnpike in Camden. Should the water have
\\ a
nominated on tin* second bal- Delegate.
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Generalities.
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that few places in Maine have more attractive
drives than are to he found in the vicinity ol
Rockland. Perhaps some of your subscribers,
after reading the above, may be inclined to pay
us a visit during the summer months.
Tf so,
allow me to make a few suggestions, for their
benefit. Take not food or change of raiment,
for of the former you can find an ample supply
at either of our hotels, and if the weather continues as warm as it has been lor the last few
days, very little raiment will he needed.
Should it not, an abundant supply can be found
by any of the masculine persuasion, at the
many clothing stores in our city, and at very
low prices. We would suggest, however, that
if any one should feel that something is needed
to stimulate the inner man, he will have to
bring it with him. as none is sold in our city.
No, not anv!
I will now point out some attractions for the
pleasure seeker. If you wish to take a ride,
Thomaston, the home ot Knox, will he found
only three miles away, and is one of the most
beautiful villages in Maine. Here the state
prison is located, where many are wont to go,
hut not strictly for pleasure. The Knox* mandon, which lias stood for so many year-, has,
1 regret to say, been torn down the present

count for the intense hot weather that lias
prevailed. The meetings of the liberals

eye closed, shook his head and
it down ill deuce.
Nobody call tell
one
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Augusta, Me., June •_*. The body of t.corge
Carrington. \ssistant Postmaster, wlio w.idrowned May is. was found this morniiu
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Willard Young, son of Crigiiam Young, has
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Militan Academy.
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More

—Thero is said to he a probability that ex'ongressnian Bowen will he eonvieted, not
only of bigamv, hut of forgery. Ho should
move to New Yolk, after his term of imprisonment expires, and join the Tammany organization. [Portland Press.
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bn by om who cured him-elf, and sent free
receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
Ad.Ire:
N wiiANiKi. Mayfair, Brooklyn, N. V.

of lialuiv.

IXL FIREWORKS

1

FAMILY PRIZE PACKAGES

of

f.

a warning ami lor the benefit of
.-7//c»,.s, who sutler from Nervous-

ot every description.
FLAPS, MASKS, BALLOONS, &c., &c.

l-

llui-l-. ami
tori
th- < ii'i illation In i-n-rv nryaii of tin*
ui' tlm- irivin^ th m-i-r- I i-at a In- ill hv aftimi,
>-\ italiziiig tin- luiu-lion- t.f ]i|<- :.>i• I piling
tom- aii'l siai.r to iii,. whole \-lnn.
The Ireutiif-nt i- not unplt
an! to ||f |*al!.-nts with no
,inlf li. at<
(I'f in--. ami in in min in-tam-f-s no
an- :nhnini-lfrci.
\\ h;*t• \ r
111f.Ii. 111f
The
Itor \\ ill I.,- hi in iii 1 a! iii ol,l ijiiarh r- at the
Aiiifiif.in ll iii e t'mni hme h'.iii until a’- -at
Inly 1 t.
Hum

a

Debility, &c., supplying

of

seienee, ami in
ninny with all Natural l. .w-. li -tri-n«iIn ns

primaple-

tin- ino-t strifl

limb

o

years;

Waldo
A
ii

U

I

County

m-rvon

hu rt

;t

r.rll'.i
>

tel

Democratic

i11‘f of tin*

on

Hu-

<

’«*11 III

*

Committee.
ollimil Irr, held

Utli. the following committees.

appointed.

Wi iv rrro-ni/.rd .mil retli1' Democrati«-or/aiu/alion- in the
named—
or

11 W
t.»v\

ip

II. I fast— W
Thomas W.
A im*s.

Simpson. Abler (.. (lilmotv
I.ollirop. .»••!»»» W -t. Frank I’.
II.

Hetiuont—T. W. Cminm; ham, IP F. AloxanIVase.
'l<i. I-1unci Tower. .Mill
Alonzo Roberts, Fbenezer Pace.
I*.rook
U i!• Iron Prime, (lideon Braiey, II. IP ( ram.
Burnham—Fzekiel I. Dor. .lames liraley.
William Derry. A. T. Edmunds, IP S. Doe.
Frankfort—Fplon Trial, John T. I!«>\ve,
tephen Ausiilaml. Henry S. Black.
Freedom—Robert Flliot. Elisha Johnson, E.
A. Fuller, Charles (Hidden, P. Mar ini.
I lesboro—Calvin W. Sherman. F. II. Keller.
•Iaiues IP Williams, .Man-lield Clark, Charles
N ash.
I art son—(leorgr F. Wallaee, M. S. StiU s,
D i\ id lloody. S. (
Snow, C. V. Kimball.

li- taii

cents. A prize in every package.
Send lor a Price List.
<1 TTElt Hi m: (V ( O.
1 in works House,
Hi & Is Federal St., Boston,
Poods
House,—.Vi Chauncy Street.
Fancy
sp

price

Knox—.lames Higgins, Charles Flliot, John
Doty. Alex. Stevens. Freeman Wentworth.
I.ihern -II. T.Cove.KzraCowli. P. Upham,
I!ilward (Hidden. Ah ah Sherman.
I.ineolnville—W. K. Duncan, Joseph F. Hall,
U
H. notices, W. IP Mathews, John Carver.
Moil rot—I). S. Flanders, Tiinotliv Ma\o,
I land I loll ill’, John I >. (’ro\vell,\V. S. Plummer.
Moiitville— I. IP Thompson. Amos w. Spiotil*
Harrison Wallace, Leonard Cooper.
Morrill—Thomas Storm*, Robert Cushman,
diaries A. Wiley.J. V. Thomas.Fphraim Uowc.
North port—F. A. Dickey. Janie- M. Stevens,
lieorge A. Alexander, Alonzo Clark, Daviil
Drink water.
Palermo—John P. Perkins, Fli Carr, James
S. (.Hidden, IP R. Tibbots, James Soule.
PiTOiipeet—John Lihhy, Wilher (Irani, II. D.
Ilarristvii, Albert Ilarriman, W.(P Cinn.
Seursmont—Iliram Wing, A. J’. Mariner, M.
II. Keating. James Fuller, Fdward Burgess.
Stockton—John W. Mudgett, S. Paiterson,
Win. Cleaves.
Swaiivillc—Miles Slaplos, John Kimball, J.
p. ( iinningham, James Harris, Alarms Stevens.
Searsport—W. D. Smart, N. Roulstone, Jos.
Park, F. V. (tilmore, IP c. Smith.
Troy—I. M. Knowles, <;. L. Tavler, Batchelder Carleton, J. Iv. Parker, II. C. Philhrick.
Tlionnltk(—John N. Hannon, Eli l’hilbrick.
A. W. Ward, Eliphalel Pease, N. A. Cates.

this city, .luuc 3d, by Rev. W. O.
Valorous Duntonto Miss Sarah Abba
Iii

Thomas, Mr.
Cotlrill, both

In Northport, June :id, by ltev. \V. <), Thomas,
Mr. .Samuel W. French, ot Lmcollivillo, to Miss
Mary II. Gardiner, ol Northport..
Jo Freedom, June Ith, by E. A.
Fuller, Esq.. Mr.
Pardon T. Bessey ol Albion, to Miss lantlm It.
Panneter, ol Unity,
In Vinalhaven, June -1th, by James
Roberts, Esq.,
Mr. Benjamin Lane to Mrs. Charlotte A. Carnes,
both of Vinalhaven.
In Bangor, 1st inst., In St. John's Church, by Kov.
II. li.
Ditchings, John M. Mott, ot Chicago, 111., to
Florence Me<iregor, youngest daughter ot the late
Waldo T. Peirce, K.Sq.,ol‘ the lornier place.
In launton, May
:tli, Mr. Orainel II. Blake, ol
Fr.mklin,and Mrs. Mary4A.,Itoix,ot Belfast, Me.

I HMD.
| f/bit nary

and at/e,
notices, beyond
(lute,
paid for. J
Northport, June 4th, Alonzo E. Fletcher, aged
the

name

must be

In

in Unity, Maj 10th,

Mal tha E., wile of <’. E,
Mitehe'l, and daughter ot Hale and Elvira Parkliurst
aged 31 years.
In Willoughby, Ohio, May 20th, at the residence
ol Ids son, 1>. S. Boynton, Mr. James Boynton, lormerly ot Montville, aged 75 years. Eastern papers
please copy.

SHIP

NKYVS.

■•OUT OF

1KGLF4HT.

ARRIVED.
June
■Ith.
(ith.
7th.

2d. Sch. Lake Miller, New York.
JScli. Abby Halo. Ryan, Boston.
Sch. Banner, Curtis, Saco.
Sclis. North Cape, Crockett, Boston; Earl
Ferguson, Boston.
SAILED.
Jnne 4th. Sclis. Eveline, Gilmore, Koudout; I).
K. Arey, Cottrell,* Boston; Gen. Meade, Cnnuing*
ham, Boston.
f»lh. bch. Lake Miller, Rockland.
Lai xciikd. At Trcmont, Me., 30th
ult., a sc
ealb d the “Mary A. Dow,” about 15 tons N.T. bu
'■lid
C.OlllIH'l Dll ItU Oimt I'lill.lnn.
<) nn!
I'-l
nd command
by Capt. Tburlow Dow, designed
as
freighter between
reen Treraont
iremom. anu
and Rockland,
ttocKianu, &c.
At bomesville, on the 15th ult.
a sch. called t
Ella Eudora,’ about 31 tons N. T. She was bu
hy Wm. S. Newman, tor A. J.
and othei
and is to be commanded by Whiting
Capt. II. 1*. Mason
Somesville, who is part owner. Mr. Whiting
about to lay the keel for another
vessel, In the sui
yard, of about 100 tons N. T. which he Intends
complete and launch sometime during the fall.

Bart For Sale at Auction.
WILL BE SOLD AT

PUBLIC AUC

^tion, without reserve, at IBang-or,
Unity—Charles Taylor, Eli V iekery, Crosby June
mb, at 3 o’clock, P. M., a new Bark,ooo tons
Fowler, Amandar Uaeklill, John L. Parkhurst. register, full double-decked, of first quality materials
Waldo—Elbridgo («. Burrill,.William ltynn. rigged and complete, with a full set ol ballast or

Job Clements, W. Davis.
A. snow, (Jeorgc K
Sullivan, Bidfield Plummer, C. IP Merrill.
WILLIAM J. COLBURN.
Chairman Dem. County Com.

V^iitcomh,

Winterport—Thomas

operations

and

was

land in

season to

connect with the

0

o’clock Steam-

1 i;i\

For
A

FIRM June 15, 1871.

And

to that date their

previous

entire stock
out at

their

a

wilf be

closed

sacrifice. .NOW

IS THE TIME TO
SECURE

YOUR

SPRING
yv
13

•lust published, a new edition of Dr.
ulvernell'N Celebrated E«.
na,r on the radical cure (without medicine) of Spkkmatorriuka, or Seminal Weakness,
Involuntary Seminal Losses, I m potent y Mental and Physical
Incapacity,Impediments
to Marriage, etc; also, Consumption, Epilkpsy,
and Fits, induced by self-indulgence or sexual ex(

Laboratory, Boston Highlands
MASTEN, pyrotechnist, is now prepared
supply the TRADE and COMMUTERS OF
CITIES, TOWNS, or CLUBS, with a mil line of
to

their manufactures lor

bene-

expecially

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE DISPLAY.
These goods have received the preference over all
others by the Government of the City of Boston lor
the past ton years. Their excellence is guaranteed.

The season of ls?l introduces many novelties and
beautiful designs.
For private use, send tor our Boxes of Assorted
Fireworks, price from $1 to #25, or obtaiu our descriptive and price catalogue.
Address all orders to BEN.l. T. WEELS & CO.,
llawley Street, corner ot Milk Street, Boston,
iiwh
Mass., ANI) OKDKit KAltLY.

1ST K W 0]JKXl\(

Worth of' Goods will bo offered
fhe trade Wholesale and Retail
at CHEAPER RATES than

they

be obtained

can

in

Eastern Maine.

THE SUBSCRIBER OFF KRi
for sale the Summer Stand at Me
Fain's Mills, in Appleton, consist
ing of a two story House, F., Barn, and out build
ings, and forty-live acres of land well lenced ant
watered and conveniently divided in field and past
ure.
Said land produces apples, currants, goose
in abundance.
Then- is thereon :i
berries, &c.,
large lot of sugar maples. Spring-water (never tail
nig is conveyed to the buildings through an a.pi.

travagance.
4&*i*rice, in

a sealed envelope,
only »'• cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay,
clearly demonstrates from a thirty years’ successful
practice, that the alarming consequences ot sellabuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal medicine or the application of the
knife ; pointing out a mode of cure; at once simple,
certain, and effectual, by means ot which every
sufferer, no matter wliat his condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and radically.

youth and every man in the land.
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address. postpaid on receipt of six cents, or two post

Also, l>lt. CPLVERWKI.L’S “Marriage Guide,”
Price
cents.
Address the Publishers,
CHAS. d. C. KLINE & CO,
1*M UoHery.Mew l urk, P. (). Box

lyrh

AS AN EDITOR, OK ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
Good references given. Address X. Y. Z.
Journal Office.
lieliast, Maine

Superior House

AND HANDSOME ESTATE TOR SALE IN
ROCKLAND.

board. She was built under special survey, rates * A
1 tor seven years, and has full and complete suits ol
sails and gear. Can be fitted for sea in a tew days
J. W. THOMPSON,
H, 11KRKIMAN.
Trustees.
3w4ti
Stockton, May 22, 1871.

WITH

AN

ORDER

OF
shall

I

Haylord’s
public auction, at
Block, in the city ot JHellast, on Saturday the 15th
day ot July next, at 2 o’clock, P. M., for non-payment ot assessments made thereon, on the 20th day
of .July, A. D. ISOS, the 27th day of March, A. 1>.
1SC0, the 21st day ot June, A. I). Is0*> and the :.l day
ot August, A. 1 >. lSt.O. the following described shares
of the Capital Stock of said Company, viz
A ames of Stockhohlers.
A », or Shares.
Wm. A. Atkinson,
2
Win. O. Cunningham,
2
Andrew J. Dean,
30
Joseph F. Hull,
Robert O. Patterson,
David Pierce,
5
John Pierce,
5
Sherburne Sleeper,
2
11. K. Wright,
1
Chas. P. Walker,
Also at the same time ami place,lor assessments
made thereon on the 27th day of March, A. D. 1S0O,
the 21st day of June, A. D. 1S00 and the 2d day of
August, A. D. S800, the following described shares ot
the Capital Stock of said Company, viz
A
o
Names of Shareholders.
Shares,
Milton F, Carter,
Orren Cunningham,

WILL

pond

Central

on ana alter junl :»ui, next,
passenger trains
will leave Belfast lor Boston and Portland, at 8.:J0
A. M.—at 7 V. M„ connecting at Burnham with
night Express with Pullman Sleeping- Car
attached, for Portland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at 0 A. M,, connecting at
Burnham at S.UO A. M., with mixedtrain lor Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Kxpress lrom Boston, (this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At (i.45 P. M. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
7* I*. M.
Through Tickets will bo sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the linos managed by this company.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup’t.
L. L. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup’t.
May 27,1871.
ti47

TO THE AFFLICTED!

A. G-rea/t

Discovery.

ffUOMAI

would give notice to tho public generally that he has returned to the city of
Dlt*
Belfast, where he will continue to manufacture
and
sell the AMERICAN CANKER AND SCROFULA
SYRUP.
Take notice all orders lor Medicine, address DR.
NELSON THOMAS, Box 187.

Price, $1.00

per Bottle.
for $4.00.

Six Bottles

All orders promptly attended to, when the money
is sent iu advance. Agents, William O. Poor & Son,
Belfast; S. A. Howes & Co., Belfast ; Crosby & Co.,
(Opposito Depot,) Belfast; Levi M. Robbins, Rockland; Geo. J. Robinson, Thomoston; W. L. Alden,
and B. T. Bradbury, Bangor; Geo. Parcher, and S. G.
.'Im47
Wiggins, Ellsworth.

QENEWT!
1*4

Bills, Freak Ground Hydraulic
C’ement, just received, and tor sale low, by
tW7
WILLIAM B. SWAN & CO.

Wo intend to close out the entire
in

stock

this

department,

assortment which
cannot be

city

certainly
in this

equalled

We

an

call

public

Joseph Ellis, Jr.,
Samuel Grant,

«»

5

Chas. T. Gilmore.
2
*i
A. F. Gilmore,
1
*<
Harrison lluyford,
f,
5
Cyrus J. 11 all,
Jeremiah Jewett,
1
S. V. Jones,
•*
II. N. Lancaster.
2u
*.
D. Lane, Jr.,
,s
James C. Lewis,
2
II. J. Locke,
1
Allen Orcutt,
1
<•
Daniel L. Pitcher,
:i
E, C. Pierce,
1
Wm. Pottle,
1
»•
Ambrose Strout,
Mrs. A. E. Webster,
2
W. T. COLBURN, Treasurer,
& M. U. L. R. R. CO.
M
4
June 7,1871.
Belfast,
•*

«•

attention, especially
to

our

DRESS GOODS
DEPARTMENT.
-o-

All persons indebted to this firm
will

please

settle their

At IIA1F0R11 HALL,
MADAME

ACCOUNTS.

Any

persons
are

having

requested

bills

to

.against

present

ment.
-o-

stock,

a

nine line of

Directress^

3nTd

1>TKAREE AN 1* ATTRACTIVE.

are

we

pleasure in saying:- it
liave

Wi

been acquainted with
ami believe In to 1.
iiur-e. and having
tamilic.-, i: gives lis great
the bi-.-t genetal uiediciuc

liave
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•kilful

i.-

iMv- Ckiirle Sii.»w,
i'l -. A iev > ,..u
I "■ i; 1.
unit wife.
WukefU id and witV.
Wj«i Ui-attic amt wile,
.l.ii l. slum and wife,
U

0

I1:

CV

e'lg lin'd w'itr,

\v W
it Fuller and wit

.1

t’ost mu star

r. maiit

1 K Kitiiliull and
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1

w

to tih: afeucteik
I'rnggi-t i-; mi: of the Salve, and
lid
•.•:!, Sr
c.-nt
below, and receive a b..v b\ p-turu man.
If
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rpilK

neglect*
dn

at 50 fflltnv
I‘ut up in IJ ••
n
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M
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KOBJ JINS, VV lioitlaitiv■ .ttul Fititml 17i ug-,t ti-ig’irit, liockland, Me. a Trial 1 v
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l-v mail
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.in
it-.
1.
M.
receipt
U'»r.!;i.\S liuckhiiid. .M
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b>
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this VAi.i Ani.i-:
\r.vi: i
i.\ mi:i>jf ixi;

sold dv all

deal

of Belfast.

City

STAN 1)1 NU

( l»MMHTKK
OF
City » ouncil, on Account- and Claims, will
in session at the Aldermen'.- room, oil the lir»t
Monday of each mouth at '! o’clock 1'. M.
All hills against, tin* city must be presented at said
meetings, to be entered upon tin- Boll lor payment
IVr Order.
that month.
N. I’. Hot STON, Chairman.
‘'mosti
Belfast, April IS, l*n.

JOINT

npm1 tlul><*

S M O lv K J >

English Alewives!
A.
|.l)

DURHAM

E.

IN 1’OliM

I UK FI 1U.IC THAI UK
i'1 ei■;*. 11g large .juantitiea
N hi u It <ol
.4 l«*»*
direct Ironist. .John, which In* oilers
at wholesale or r. t il.
Tiny will be *oJd to the
trader at Boston BrieHeight and other expenses
oil. Country traders will please send in their orders.
The Mibsrriher -till continues to sell FISH id all
kinds. such as

'\Yr<H
y\ i-

FRESH SALMON,

HALIBUT, CODFISH,
HALIBUT S FINS
AND NAPES,
TONGUES & SOUNDS,
SMOKED HALIBUT.
SMOKED HERRINGS.
:DRY POLLOCK
AND CODFISH, &C.
I

..Tilt ion

a

to

Market, he keeps constant

hi- I'i.-h

ly stocked up in all kind-

of

GROCERIES, CORN,
FLOUR, MEAL, BEEF,
PORK. LARD, BUTTER,
CHEESE. DRIED APPLES,
and

everything that is usually found in a lirst class
Urocery Story.
As a quick niiiepeiice i- better than u.slmv
shilling,
are
going to -ell at hot I out prices and keep the
thing a going.
Parties

on

the line of the Uailroad will have their

goods delivered at tin- Belfast Station, free ot ex
A. E. OIBIIAM,
pense.
Corner Main &. Washington Streets.
IK«* 11'.t•)t.

-ml".

Only Railway

COIN,

Taxation.
Coupons payable March 1 and September 1, in New The One Horse
York, Bonds registered if desired. Coupons made

from

U. S.

payable (£<i each) in London, England, if prelerred.
NIYkl\(.
All proceeds of sales or
land, as well as of timber and other products then
from, are, by the Trustees, to be invested in these
Bonds if they can be bought at par or loss otherwise
in United States, State or Municipal Securities. And
on July 1.
and annually thereafter until these
ltonds become due or are all paid, the E. ft N. A.
Railway Co. is bound to pay to the Trustees a sum
of money eijual to one per cent, of the amount of
Bonds outstanding. Such amounts, and all interest
received on securities, belonging to the Kinking-

Nottingham Laces,
Hemp Carpetings,

I'uuil are to be invested as above stated.
The Trustees are lion. HANNIBAL HAMLIN,
of Bangor, Me.,and J. EDI JAR THOMPSON, Es.p,
of Philadelphia, Pa.
The Trustees are authorized to receive the Ponds
at Par and Accrued Intercot in payment
for any of the lands at their appraised value.
These very desirable securities lor sale at

Mattings,

90 and Accrued Interest in Currency.
Pamphlets giving further particulars concerning
the connections and business, with Maps, showing
the location and lands of this road, sent tree on application to
ELIAS MERRILL,

Oil Cloths,
Feathers k,

Principal Agent of tlie Company- Tor
the Kale of Bond.**.

BANGOR, MAINE.
A. H.

regard-

Cankier

less of cost.

Remember lor 30

Belfast National

will

a

prices.

WILLIAM

Siuiontoii Bros. & Co,,
MAVHM BLOCK,

BELFAST,

Bank.

ME.

By whom the Bonds are for sale.
64-On completion (in 1872) of <*0 miles of Railroad
building, between St. John, N. IS., and Halifax,
N. S., there will be an unbroken line of Railway

now

all the chief cities of the United
from Halifax
States, and as two or three days of ocean travel can
be avoided, and about 30 hours time saved, from
New York, in going to or coming from Europe, by
rail to or lrom Halifax,—a large business in passengers, mails and freight will thereby be added to
the traffic over the E, & N. A. Railway.
2m45
to

ME.

The

Mower.

CALDERWOOD, Agent.
State

Bay

HORSE

Maine.

DR. E. R. CLARKE’S
Vi:<-

KTAHT^l1.

j Sherry Wine Bitters.
THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
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to

WAITED, Male and
as

two

with terms to clear $.*

to

-n>;u

as

*10 per day.
free by mail,
This is no gift enterprise or humbug, but they are
Header, if you -want
new articles of real merit.
profitable and honorable employment, send on your
name and post-office address, and receive full particulars, with sample tree, by return mail. Address
N. II. WIIITK, Newark, New Jersey.
:m»s

in;i,

uoriv Uose.

■:!

TO ALL

PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AND WELL.
Health :m.l Happiness
Lont; Life
let l!i••
Ritters !».* taken, particularly
1
t1'.
■"!•/ U'<ij'i.. S. .ts-tri.i of th«*
■'■•;/
year, an’I
ythe
iaily
Mowing lasses nf people:
j
It"' AI l\4 IIWK
wli.., from his constant ini

-<■

<

—

door labors. 1...i having sulllcieiit acciss to tho
1
in*.' anil refreshing air out of doors, becomes
ervous, pale and sieklv,
jroperly digesting. Hj
tie
Ri
titters, and freely too, in org.t hi
tip, right, and strong, and in
through the warm weather
s constant
•d iap. u-i
daily labors. Tho
exit'll
ele msing power‘of the I>oek
Root i'hill del
1* lar. and Priekly Aah Rark.
c.
s wl at
in:' him np. and make him,
phy»i
onir
more
rally •■'peak
u
man!
’Ihc
>111 I. on iMTIVI. will find this Medicine
the s, y tiling
leans, the hloml ami
strengthen
the
and
ri/ mi!,I
jttemunt to tok,.
Tie
•A 1/
A\l» o\n: ItKAl'TlI'lL
IA»V I
to take this
compound freely, and
site will 1
•lily restored to health, beauty
:nul huoynney. I’l.e llO VIIST I tltMl lt,
t>.(IllUia.MW and LAWYER, and
>ii:a or si:i>i:\tauy habits-this
i> your Medicine!
After once using it, you will
never he without it.
It will improve you twentylive ]>.*r cent.
The >1 lltlAEIt will rind it the
best medicine in the world for his use; it makes
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, atul capable
of great endurance ami exposure; and when on
ll re, it renovates his ldo...l, and restores and repairs his system.
The JLurgest Battle, ilit Lowest Price,
ami I hr most LflVdtml Ucmcily
in the World.
I>iploma awarded by the Ma sachusetts ChariMechanic
table
Association.

’l t!i.;1 iV'i-hi

e

L.

M.

1IY

ROBBINS,
anti

ROCKLAND,

emlii

Address, Morrill, Me.
____

n

Wild Oicrry, Thorough
Rark. Rhubarb, etc.
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For Stile by
E. A. CALDERWOOD.

McGILVERY,

SEARSPORT,

Sprague

This Maciiink is now urn! is built expressly lor
use with one horse. Some manufacturer." have’built
a Mower to be used either with one or two horses,
as the convenience of the farmer may require. This
lias proved to be a mistaken course, as a Mower designed lor two horses must necessarily be stronger
and heavier to withstand without breakage the power exerted by the team than one to be used with one
horse. Another point is that when using a single
horse on a Machine, built for two, the labor for the
horse is too hard. The impression exists therefore,
that a one horse machine cannot he built that will
work as well with one horse as the regular machine
does with two horses. We have determined to correct this wrong impression by building a truly practicable One. llorse Mower.
Our thills or shafts are lirm and strong, vet have a
neat and tasteful appearance, and have been pronounced by many mowing machine men the best
that have ever been attached to a Mower.
Wo have taken the greatest care in the construction of the machine that the horse, inside shoe and
right hand drive wheel shall all move in the cleared
track. The Inside Shoe is of malleable iron, combining lightness with strength,and allowing the use
ot a Cutting apparatus weighing less than one-hall
of that used in the Two llorse Mower. These important advantages, taken In connection with the
strong points of the two horse machine, which are
all included in the One llorse Mower, make it the
light machine of the world.
All who wish to cut their crass with one horse,
should before purchasing, see the Light Sprague
Mower,the only really practical one horse Mower in
tho world.
E. A.

BRADBURY,

BELFAST, MAINE,

days only,

this Stock be offered at
sacrifice in
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In presenting the Si’RAnri-; Mowi-.u to tin notice
ot the Farmers ot this country, ami in soliciting
their patronage, the manufacturers feel no hesitation
in making the statement that they are calling attention now to anew anil untried experimental machine, hut to one that has been subjected to the most
thorough and trying tests in many sections ot the
country, ami in all the various and ditlicult kinds ot
works "which are required from a tirst-clas- Mow» r,
the results obtained trom these trials nave been most
satisfactory both to the purchasers and to ourselves.
Our aim has been, and will be, to place in the
hands ot the Farmer a Mower, light in weight, easy
ot dratt. strong in construction, with the best and
most simple mechanical arrangement and proportion
ot the working parts; the newest and most compleie
facilities for handling; a cutting apparatus second to
none in use, and at a price at once lair arid reasonable, and much below that heretofore charged for
the same quality of first-class Mowers.
In order to carry out these designs and to produce
the required results, we have secured and combined
tlie very best mechanical skill with the practical
Mowing Machine talent ot many years' experience.
The Machines placed in the lield last season, were
carefully tried and watched in all the diHeront positions, and upon all kinds of mowing. A lew improvements have been made, and the Sprague Mow
r of the present day stands higher, and is nearer
perfection than any Mowing Machine oil'd ed to the
■So well

e-,

Mndiine fu.

l’noviDK.vri:, R. I., January, 1S71.
To the Fanning Community of the United
States.
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ItENTZ’S FAMOUS AND

ORIGINAL FEMALE
Madame Carlotte Rentz, Managress and
The first and only successful Female Minstrel 1
Troupe ever organized in America, comprising
eighteen first class Artists, each secured lor some
individual speciality, in which they challenge th<5
world to produce their equals, each Lady Artist a
Star, and each Star a brilliant one. This is the only
legitimate fine Minstrel Troupe in the world, selected from the brightest luminaries in the profession,
and must not be confounded with the many imitators
who have sprung up like mushrooms in the vain hope
to copy our success. Everything new, sparkling and
brilliant.
Admission .15 cts. Reserved Seats 50 cts.
Doors open at 7—Overture at S o’clock.
Tickets for Reserved Seats, for Sale at Washburn’:
Bookstore.
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surCancer
now in use. It cures without knife,
and heals without a scar.
Every
treutc 1 with great success.
Humors
No
eradicated trom the system.

Machine is constructed entirely of Iron
ami Steel, without any woodwork except the lVle
ami its attachments.
The Frame is an Iron Ca.-e, cast In one piece
wit?i tin- bearings lor the Shafts cast on it.
i lie .Shafting is of the t>est retineii i-on, ;iml
running as it (iocs in bearings ca-t on the Frame, i:
>"iunot get ou; of line from any warping "t !•''ranie
ok
in i:
or loosening ot Holts ; thereby av oiding the
trouble
w liich so often occurs from those causes on all woe I
cn frames that are made of separate pieces.
i.
The Gears are cast from the best American
iron, and are the strongest set of Mowing Machine
gear' in use; tin y arc arranged in a mechanical ami
compact manner within the Frame and are complete!} encased; by this arrangement they are protected from dirt and grass, and it is impossible lor
; the operator to be injured by them,
i>. Hut tour Holts and those with check or double
K. & X. A. KA11.\\ A\ L completed ln.m I
tire required on the lramc, to hold in their
Bangor, Maim-, to St. .John, .W\v Brunswick, a | nuts'
proper places the Cover, Cap, Seat, Shafting and
distance ot 202 miles,—with the exception <>i
In Cover is hinged to the Frame, and by
Hears,
miles between Winn, Me., .-uni tlie boundan line ol
simply raising it, access is readily obtained to all the
the State at Vuuceboro’. On this portion tin- tr.-n k
is now being led both from Winn
and I working parts ot tin .Machine.
f».
Almost the entire weight F carried on the
Irom Vanceboro’ ti-estirun/, nntl it L fully cxpecb-d i
that the work will be completed and train* running j wheels while mowing, thereby giving the greatest
t
amount ot driving power in proportion to
possible
from ltangor to St. .John in September next.
the w* ight of the Machine.
BThis road will.men be
The Machine weighing but tioo lbs., is one of
tiie lightest, but from its peculiar construction, one
of the strongest anti most effective.
I s. Having the most simply constructed Lifting
C O N .% EC’ T I A «.
T II E i V B T E ill I Central l)ralt properly arranged, the labor upon the
team is much lessened, and the liability ol damage
MTATEi AAII THE It It TIM! l*IKOto the Machine lrom striking obstructions is greatly
! lie
%'1WC-E8 (New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
population of the maritime Provinces is aboui OX a* reduced.
fiie Machine has been so carefully constructed
'.
itllLLlOA', and all the land travel, freight, mails
&c., between them and the f'nited states, will pass and balanced, with a view of avoiding side draft,
that no device is necessary to conceal that which
over this Trunk line, which is A% I T II O 1 T
C Otl PETITION.
Although not yet complet- does not exist.
10. The Frame and Hearing are placed in tined, the business of the road is already far greater
centre ot the Machine, bringing the weight equally
than its most sanguine friends predicted, and ^continually increasing. To complete this road, and to upon the drive wheels, thus obtaining a more suadv
equip it as fully as its present large business and the motion with less shaking of the driver.
11, The apparatus for working and handling the
immediate increase consequent upon its completion,
requires,—the Company has issued its Bonds to the Ctutor liar is the most complete, simple and eilicu ut
ot any in use; with the single Lever, without movamount ot Two Millions ol Dollar*), secured by a
ing lrom his seat, the operator can bring the Cutler
liar to a perpendicular position and secured for tinroad, ami with the same lever, unfasten and lower
the Har to the proper position for mowing, tinOI IT* EXT! II E KO I 11 A A 31 I* llOI»whole operation requiring nor more than ten
eEIITW ITKMI AVIXA to A IA4 EIIOHCft
(besides a Second Mortgage on the entire road and
The Seat and fool Hox are combined, tinj.
5*;
mile.!T»i
equipments from Bangor to Winn,
fool Hox forming the base of the Seat and the
-at
portion cost some $2,du0,000, and the only lien tie re
forming the cover ol the box, Hy a slot in the boton is a mortgage to the city of Bangor t<>r
.ooo.ooo
tom of the base, the Seat can Ih- moved forward or,
I A l» b "’V
and, in addition thereto hy a ft'IIIMT
according to the weight ot the driver, tliu.- reOX El nOIITCi AC-i: Oil
lieving the horse's neck.
id, The Lover tor throwing the Machine in and
out of gear Is worked entirely with the foot, having
the hands of the operator at liberty.
Said lands being the same granted hy the Stab- ol
11. The Cutting apparatus is regarded as the best
Maine to aid the construction of this road. 1 hey ever placed upon a mower. Neither pains nor
are situated along the lYnobseot and St. .John river-,
ponses have been spared to have the material ol tinand are heavily timbered and valuable. Cargo tiaets
best quality and the workmanship of the lir<t class.
1... Hu- Sprague Mower is preeminently the light
especially in the fertile Aroostook Valle;.. .the im st !
are
!
he ««-ar~
district
in
the
valuabc
lor
draft
machine lor the lollowing reasons
State,)
agricultural
farming lands as well as for their timber. This im- are so carefully made and mechanically arranged;
mense grant ot lands equals about
the Shafts are so exactly fitted into the solid bearings, both being so completely protected lrom dirt
to each Milo or grass, that they run with much less than Unusual amount ot friction; the Wheels'and Gears are
of llailroad with which they are mortgaged.
They so correctly timed, and work in unison with such a
cover 1250 sniuive miles nearly as large as the Stale
perfectly constructed Cutting apparatus, that the
of Rhode lslan I, which is i:um> square mil-s.' and amount ot power used and required to cut the grass,
are of great valin
is reduced to the smallest possible limit.
The Bonds are tor $1000 each, due March 1, -1.1',
hi. Each Machine, alter it has been set up, has
hoar interest at
power applied to it by means of a belt on one <>l the
driving wheels, and is run for lift*-en niinuti s at
double the rate ot speed that would he nqtiind
when mowing. In this way tin -perfection ol every
Machine is insured and its practical working ascerPRINCIPAL AND IN TERES 1' PAYABLE IN
tained hetore leaving the shop.
IT. Every part of the Machine is made in i>u]G,
cate, any one piece litting all Machines,

The

•*

UK SOLI) ON FAVORABLE TERMS,
the estate occupied by the .subscriber, corner
of 1‘ark and Broad Streets, coutainlngabout an acre.
I he house i.-, pleasantly situated, with lawns on both
sides, and contains 15 finished rooms, Marble Mantles, Furnace set in brick, excellent cemented cellar,
Itlinds and outside Sashes, spacious China and other
Closets, and numerous conveniences, including well
1
J.G. Cook,
of best water, ami
water carried to the second
1
Ralph Durham.
tloor. The other buildings are large Wood-house
1
John II. Gilmore,
with rfttic and Store-room, Stable witli stalls for four
1
S. G. Howard,
horses, and large finished harness room, and spa5
Andrew J. Stevens,
cious carriage-house, entirely separate, and henery.
1
Riilus Veazle,
Buildings and fences all in thorough repair. Grounds j
tastefully laid out, with fountain suppled from pond, i Also at the same t ime and place,for non-payment of
shaded with a variety of forest trees, including ever- assessments made then-on on the 21st day of June,
A. D. IStW and the 2d day ot August, A. D. istiD, the
greens, and adorned with flowering shrubs. The
grounds contain flower garden, vegetable garden,
following described shares of the- Capital Stock ot
said Company, viz:
some choice Fruit Trees, and uu abundance o! Cuffrants and other small fruits, also of asparagus. Names
No. of Shares,
of Stockholders,
Possession given immediately.
«*
Sam. S. Horsey,
2*
PETEK TIIACIIER.
11.
1
S.
Perkins,
Rockland, May 24, ltd.
3w47
J.N. White,
5
Also at the same time and place lor non-payment of
assessments made thereon on the 2d day ot August
Maine
It. K.
A. 1>. 1 stilt, the following described shares ol the
Stock of said Company, viz
4 It HI VUKM K.\TM. 1411. Capital
NI/MMEH
Names of Stockholders.
No, of Shares,
C. Augustus Brown,
1
««
II. A. Carter,
Wm. P. Dyer,
2
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Buy only of our Agents.
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CANCERS!
I)*:. K.M'iirr’s new treatment tor
passes

prepared by .)/i<s Smryer, who has used

years' business, and with the promising indications
of the coming season’s trade, that we have made
great additions to our buildings, and have placed in

r

Millinery

B 0

property will be sold on the most liberal term
if applied lor within a short time.
Appleton, May 15, is;i. :;wir. A. M. DAVIS.

ot said Company,
INthe Hoard of Directors their
ollioe in

Summer

her

ft"/,'

them a 1; rge and increased assortment ol tlu- newest
and most improved tools and machinery. With our
present aivangemcuts we are enabled to turn out
I lifty machines a day.
I
'Thanking the public lor their very favorable rethis morning per s i. amer ception ot the Sprague Mower, and their ready apof its many good qualities, and for their
a
and
beautiful
choice
preciation
ariety
Cambridge, very
liberal patronage ot last season, we respectfully
of
solicit a continuance of the same, and promise to
use every means iu our power to give the best satisfaction both by the good qualities of our Machine
selected by our >11**. I»*
A \. i-ovliidi we and tin1 fairne.-.- of our business transactions.
\VM. SERA GEE, ITesident.
respectfully Ixivit«• an examination.
I
MRS. A. I.. RICHARDS,
MISS Al 'GUST A SUIT II WORTH.
til"
Catalogue Sprague Mowing Machine Co.
Belfast, Junes, ls?l.

New

The

sell

FOURTH!

JULY
New England
rpiIE
C. E.

will he

$18,000

R. G. K. LINKF1ELD, oilers
ilo his I louse, Store and Stable,
ted in Unity Village, on the
of the .Belfast and Moosehead
House is two stories, :;o by 24,
itaining ten rooms, besides atThe ceilings are high and
tics, store-room, &c.
rooms of good size. There is excellent well and
cistern water.
is one of the best situations
The Store, 20 by
for business in that thriving village, which one of
the best centres for business in the country. Tinand like all the buildings, is in
Stable is 'JO by
lirst-ratc repair, sill having been buiit in the most
substantial manner.
The whole will be sold (or $2500, with all the lixturcs in the store, and the good will of a business
worth $2000 a year. Persons wishing to purchase
can apply to <1. K. 1.1 N K IT I'Ll), on the premises,
or to WILLI AM TABER, ot Unity Village.
IwH
Unity, June 7,1871.

remedy
many pain*
wounds and brui-es to which .Mesh is heir.
easily applied than many other remedies,
producing a had ell'eet, but always relieving

It is

1)11. F. I* WIOIIT has discovered a
new treatment lor the KYK and KAlt, try
which he is curing some ot the wor ••. cases
ot Blindness and Deafness cvtr known,
without instruments or pain,

To transact any other bu>iness that may
come before said meeting.
1’er Order of Directors.
JOHN 11. R'l IMBY, Clerk,
B. \ M. 1!. E. R. R.
Belfast, June r», l.sri.
lwls

-o-

Mauliooil: How Lost, How Restored.
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nearly twenty years, with great success.
The principal diseas. for which this salve is recommend. 1 ai
(7lilhh.'ins, 1Rheumatism, Pile*,
S /•.//
<•?<! Fh r/ -‘. Stiff /Rheum, Sf trains, Bums,
/'< i'1-r
/'
J>imj
Erysipelas, Sore

F

Third.

fited.

For Sale,

I’rioc,--

is hereby given to the
Ac ItlooneStockholder? in the
lidiiil Lake Hail ltoa«l C'ompanv. that
the annual meeting will be held at the Court House,
in Belfast, on Wednesday, July 5,1>; 1, at l«i o’clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following matters,

FIRE WORKS!
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positive cure for Dyspepsia, Constipation.
Indigestion, Bilious Complaints, and all
Diseases having their origin in an
h rh'.
impure slutc of the Blood.

4*,*“ Beware of Counterfeits.

First. To hear the Reports of the Directors and
Treasurer of said Corporation.
Second. To Elect nine (l.n Directors foi tin ensuing

purchaser

Stood,

Notice

SUMMER

the

Purifying the

SOU) 111 111, II. l'lllllt £ sil\.

The originator of this wonderful medicine, claim
have discovered and combined in harmony more
of Nature’s most, sovereign medical properties than
was ever before combined in one medicine.
1 hr
evidence of this fact is found in the great variety ol
most obstinate diseases which it lias been found to
conquer. In the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and in the early stages of Consumption, il has astonished the medical faculty, and hundreds of the best
physicians pronounce it the greatest medical discovery of the age. While it cures the severest Coughs,
it strengthens the system and punlies the blood. By
its great and thorough blood purifying properties, ft
cures all llumor from the worst Scrofula to a common Blotch, Pimple or Eruption. Mercurial Disease,
Mineral Poisons, Syphilitic and Ventral Diseases,
and their effects are eradicated and vigorous health
and a sound constitution established. Erysipela.Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Fever Sores, Scaly or
Rough Skin, in short, all the numerous diseases
caused by had blood, are conquered by this powerful,
purifying and invigorating medicine. For “Liver
Complaint,” Bilious Disorders and llahiiual Constipation, it has produced hundreds of perfect and. permanent cures where other medicines had f ailed.
The proprietor offers $ 1 ,ooo reward for a medicine
that will equal it in the cure ol all the disease s tor
Beware of counterfeit
which it is recommended.
and worthless imitations. See that my private Government Stamp, which is a positive guaruntn- ol
Genuineness, is upon the outside wrapper, this
medicine is Sold by Druggists at $l.(o per bottle.
Prepared by R. V. PIERCE,M, D.,sole Proprietor,
at his Chemical Laboratory, b : Seneca street,
1»jw40
Buffalo, N. V.
to

B. & M. II. L. II. K.
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about to the astonishment of all.
s. (i. Arev, Rockland, little daughter atllicted
with three discharging sores upon thigh as large
as hand; perfectly healed in a short time.
Mrs.
das. Jameson, heart disease, cured. Mrs. 1).
Barber, Yinalhaven, cured of catarrh. Geo.
Bassett. So. China, cured of scrofula on head
and body JO years standing. Mrs. Win, Crossman. China, tumor on face Id years, removed,
chitlin T. Sprowl, Bristol, debility and nervous
prostration: had not worked for two years;
cured. Mrs. Mescrvy. Jefferson, Me., lame for
a long time; cured
by two visits. Mrs. Eunice
Gray, Montville, helped or cured of chronic
mirubs. E. l\ Prescott, China, enlargement in
hand size of an egg, cured. Win. Cooper.
Burnham, lame shoulder, could not put hand
to head, cured. Mrs. A. M. Priest, E. Vassalboro*. impaired vision, cured. C. d. Russell.
Warren, wonderfully helped of heart disease
and neuralgia. Mrs.'E. ltiehurds, Yinalhaven,
Me., liver and stomach derangements, general
weakness and prostration on little exercise,
cured.
Hundreds of cures equally wonderful
could be given, but we have already occupied
sufficient space, and offered ample evidence to
sustain his claim to the confidence ot the afflict-

■

■

uate in said Thorndike and bounded as follows
Beginning at the Northwesterly corner of land formerly owned and occupied by Ebone/.cr Files in said,
Thorndike; thence running southwardly n: rod.' to
a stake and stones; thenc oastwardly about M rods
to a fence dividing said land from land of said Files
fo a stake and stones; thence northwardly about two
rods tojn stake and stones on the south line ol land
formerly (or now) owned by Edmund Smith ; thence
westwardly on said Smith's south line to the first
mentioned bounds, being the same premises conveyed to Wm. F. Ferguson, by Ed. M. Philbrick, by
deed of mortgage dated July 8, 1-C. 5 and n corded i:i
Waldo Registry, Yol. l\t:i; Pol. Hiiq.
Jos. Williamson, Creditor’s Att’y.
IRVIN CALDEUWi»OI>, Sheriff'.
Belfast, June 5, 1871.

Capt. DENNISON,
I.caves Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings at 0 o’clock, touching at all the
usual landings on the river and bay, arriving at Port-

Evidence of Dr. Gage’s Skill.
Win. R. Wellman, of Koekland, had been
atllicted with liver complaint, rheumatism, Ac.,
which medicines tailed to relieve; restored in a
very short time.
Miss I. rl. Randall, Monroe, Me., weak and
contracted limb six years; wore an artificial
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^fajCity ofRichmond

MISS SAWYER’S SALVE.

execution in favor of
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IUIIL1
HAVE
A BOTTLE.
.1 \s. a. .JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
tboratury luG & 10? N.gd st., St. Louis, Mo.
Nab* In all I>ruiiigi«t<t and lkcaler*.
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ARRANGEMENT.
°

on

County, and will be sold at public auction to the
highest bidder, at the store of Messrs. S. Otis & Co.‘
at City Point, in Belfast, in said County, on the
eighth day of .July next, at ten of the clock, in the
forenoon, all the right in equity which said Prentiss
has or had on the eighteenth day of January, A. !>.,
1870, being the time of the attachment on the
original writ, .of redeeming a certain lot of land sit-

1871.
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Sale,
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11*1 ] ill *a'a Ml or
th*' wo>t 'itlo of tin*

on

the

the treatment of all manner of chronic or lin- boat Express Train, arriving at Boston at lft o'clock,
evening.
gering disease, many of his cures almost work- same
Will leave RAILROAD WHARF,
Returning
ing on the miraculous. For the satisfaction of Portland, same evenings, at 10
o’clock, or on the
some wc subjoin the following as a test of his
arrival of Steamboat Express Train from Boston,
ion,
clashing
ability to cure the most stubborn and complicat- touching as above, arriving at Bangor at about 10
owing
o’clock next morning.
ed diseases:—
interests and misunderstandings
that have
Connections can be made in Portland with all
China, Mi:., July 23,1870. To whom it may
a risen, the latter companies no
longer bring the vmcern: 1, Aaron Davis, of the town of Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
Going East, sure connections can be made at Beltrains of the Boston A Maine oyer their track (’hina and State of Maine, do hereby certify that
the Belfast & Moosehead K. It., and Euroleft fast with
Portland, or take their passengers on ex- my wife was cured of a cancer on theabout
pean & North American Railway at Bangor.
at
breast by Dr. Gage, when
Augusta,
trains
at
the
Junction.
Some
press
passengers one
year ago, without the application of Medi- FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.
f»r Portland and the eastern steamers were left
cines or Surgerv. Wo had consulted Physicians
FARE. Belfast to Portland $,\oo. To Boston by
said
to
be skilled in that branch, but she steadia! tin Junction on Monday night, much to their
Railroad $3.50. By Steamer from Portland, $^.75.
ly grew worse. As a last resort we consulted
discomfort.
as
and
I
above
her
cured
lV. (iage. who
stated,
Meals Served on Ike
Flan.
am happv to sav not a vestige of the disease reROSS & STUDIVANT, Agents, 170 Commercial
Aaron Davis.
i'<o: -NrruAia.i\.
the best mains.
Immeasurably
Street, Portland.
known cure for neuralgia, rheumatic pains,
We, acquaintances and neighbors of Mr.
June 1, 1871.
37
!e ad.u In- and ailments of that nature, that,has
Davis, do hereby certify that his statement is
vet b ecu
brought to public notice, i> Briggs1 stricth true. Fli.iaii Roberts, Jr., M. B.
NO MORE BOILING
Alli antor. This valuable
compound is pre- Clark, B. J. Clark, SteimiknJClark,Nki.uk
pH d b\ hi .1 Briggs, the celebrated eliiropoDavis, A. (’. Roberts.
did.
CLOTHES!
!
ami like his c »rn curative is an undoubted
East Vassalboro', Me., August !>, 1870.
No Steam in the House!
To whom it may concern: This certilies that 1
individuals arc aware that the deseases was cured of
j “I l tinew fed,
a difficulty about the heart of
LITTLE LABOR
if not fatal to one's life are certainly
twenty-live (25) years standing, by l)r. Gage,
annoying as can be, and tlit* remedy is siin- when at
Augusta about one year ago.
! pic :in/^inv: the cu n, bunion, or inverted nail
Z. Betterkiei.p.
iiiii-t In* skilfully am! carefully treated, and tin*
iiu cm!uvlv cease-.
flic best way to obtain
Mrs. I>. L. Palmer, Palermo. Heart Disild'- relief is to burchast- a box of Briggs’ AlleCOLD WATER SOAP
ease, debility, Ac. Suffered intensely, and
o.o or < iii.ii i\
can be obtained at any drugcould use her arms or hands but little without
Saves Boiling Clothes,
:•! 1
'-lore.
>old b\ Jlicliard II. Moody, S, A.
increasing the difficulty; says she feels cured, washes in Cold, Hard or Soil water. Not so injuriIlowt-' A < o Belfast, L. Curtis Jr. Searsporl,
and can do work she had not been able to do ous to Clothes as common soap. For Sale by all
I»•>!'<■ 1t
A llieliborn, Stockton. Mudgott A
Grocers.
for several years.
*l\. Prospect, J. \V. Seavrx, Prank fort, and
L. A. KNOWJ.TON & CO., Agents, Belfast.
I all druggists generally.
lmSS.
Cure of Chronic Diarrhoea of Seven Years’ JOll \ IIENIIN A CO..
77 Commercial Street, Portland.
-'olin-'on’s anodyne l.inimont will give more
4w4S
Sole Agents tor Maine.
Standing.
relief in ;tsr> of Chronic Rheumatism, no matCalvin B. Vinal, of Vinalhaven, Me., afflicted
ter how Severe, Ilian any other article known to
and
who
with
chronic
diarrhoea,
debility,
<&e.,
medical men.
Farm for
was perfectly cured by Dr. Gage in August,
SITUATE
IN
NORTH PORT,
hr. A. I\. Wing is a keen observer, and of 1800, writes as follows: ‘‘My health is good,
1J
.'
miles
from Belfast, containing
iiiiiiring imlusln and hi-honest integrity is and I think it is as good as it ever was in n y
about GO acres oi land; a large or\cd h\ tin* standard value of his medicines. life. If you visit Rockland, I think you w U
chard ot the best Fruit, Grape, Cranberry, and
have a great many from this place, for they
other small fruit. Well fenced and watered. Build!?\v17
think there is no one that can do ttic good that ings good; House and L., new. Will keep a Horse
you can, tor every one thought 1 could get no
and 1- to 15 head Cattle. An excellent. Brick PriviKlFB t ANl
help, and many expected to see me relapse, the lege bordering on a brook. Near a School House
I»II 1C1 KM ( I II III'VI
and in a good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
cure having been effected so quickly; but thank
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
fortune I am still well. When you are at Rock- and on tlie most liberal terms it applied for soon.
Apply to J. C. ItEWlS, Now Castle. Maine, or on
land
and
1
write
will
the
atllietme,
send
please
Hki.i- ast, Wednesday, June 7, isri.
the premises to THOMAS WATERMAN, or JOHN
ed to you. Yours very truly,
s
M. WOODS.
tl43
MOUtol 1.00 wound liog,
to
May-1,1871.
Calvin B. Vinal."
( oru Meal
oo to 0.00 Clear S’t Pork$20 to
22
We hereby certify that the foregoing stateKm- Meal,
l.Ml tO 0.00 Mutton per lb. 0to
7
12 to
l.lo to 1.15 Lamb per lb.
ment of Mr. Vinal is strictly true, and that he
la
Km*,
05. to 0.00 turkey per lb. 20 to 2a
is now in our employ a well man.
05 to 75 Chicken per lb.20 to 2 d
lioi>wdll. Webster & Co.
cox & mccambridge take this
2.00 to 2.50 Duck per lb.
25 to 00
Vinalhaven, Me.
method ol informing the public that they have
Marrowfat Pens ,1.00tO 1.25 jCecse ]>er lb. 15 to
IS
:
< ‘its,
75 to 00 Hay per ton, $ IS to 22
opened a shop over the Eureka Dining Saloon, No.
('>'.* Main St., where they intend carrying on the Har85 to 00 Lime,
Potatoes,
Another Witness for Dr. Gage.
$1.25 to oo
10 Washen Wool 40 to
Dried Apples,
8 to
boring business in all its branches and solicit the
45
('iiixa. Me., July ft, 1S70. Dr. Gage. Sir: patronage
ol our old friends and the public gener00 to 0.00 Cnwas’il
HO to 33
('ooking, do.
I s;i\v you at the Mansion House, in Augusta,
CEO. COX,
00
25
to
ally.
Pulled
40
00
to
1’utter,
last August.
I tol«! you if I got well of my
( licese,
A. McCAM BRIDGE,
20 to ob Hides,
Belfast, dune 7, 1>71.
51-2 to
0
awls
10 Calf Skins, 10 2-3 to
15 to
lameness, you should hear from me again. 1
00
I an!,’
into
i; Sheep Skins
was alllirted with deep uleers on my limbs and
1.00 to $2
s to
10 Wood, hard,$5.50 to 0.00
lameness which had compelled me to walk with
Beef,
( A1KIIOC1
Ap’ls, Baldwin, o.oo to o.oo Wood, soil. $4.00 to 00 crutches fifteen years. 1 will now inform you
\ .Ml,
0 Dry Pollock,
5 to
4 to
5
AND
that you made a perfect cure in my case, the
MO 10 Straw,
$s to 10 sores
Dry Cod,
healing without a drop of Medicine. You
(T.O riI OltENSnil ?
can publish this, if you please, and it any one
JESSE DORMAN informs his friends and the
disbelieves the statement 1 will send you the
public, that he continues to carry on Wool Carding
names of a dozen witnesses to prove its truth.
SPECIAL NOTICES
and Cloth Dressing, at Freedom Village, where they
Yours truly.
Mns. A. Hanson.
may depend on having their work well and faithfully
done. IE* will run two sets of Cards, and do work
Another Cure by Dr. Gage.
at short notice, and in a workmanlike manner.
I.M1, I’ht- Democrats ol Montville
Wool and Cloth lelt at tin- store ol F. A. Follett,
Yin
alii
a\
Dr.
Gage.
lsTo.
kn.
Mi:.,
;»,
duly
n.|iu 'led to mril at Hu* North Kid*;* Me.tin"
Dear Sir: Since your treatment of my wife at Belfast, will be taken, c arded, dressed and returned
11 oust* iu saiil 1’own, on Saturday, June i.th.ut I
once a week.
I
k in tli.
iltornoon, to choose delegates to alKoekland, for a bad cough, general debility, Ac.,
l’rice the same as at other Mills.
ii ml tlie Slat. < 'onv. ution.
IVr ()rdrr
she has got entirely well. 1 would sincerely
Freedom Village, June Wl.
Uwls*
ol Town Committor.
dune'J, 1‘•71.
-Jw-lssp
recommend all alHieted to consult you. You
will always have the best wishes of
Your obedient servant.
Smith Hopkins.
c 'T'T.BNATV,
M
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Gage,

CHANGE

STEAMBOAT AND UA1LBOAD.

widely-known Natural Physician, whose success throughout Maine for the
past three seasons, is unparalleled, has again
returned to the State, and has taken parlors at
his old quarters at the American House, Belfast,
from June 15th until about the 1st of July,
which will give the afflicted an ample opportunity to avail themselves of his valuable services. It is evident he has a method ot great
merit from the crowds of patients visiting him
daily, and the extraordinary success he has in
Dr.
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FARES REDUCED!

RETURN OF DR. GAGE,

Belfast Police Court.

C011-

now
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DriiuRlut,
ME.

bole Proprietor of Hr. E. 15. Clarke's Vegetable Slurry Whir Bitters.
Formerly
manufactured in Sharon, Muss,
A’AFTIOIY EXTRA.— Owing to the great
popularity and sale of these Ritters, worthless imi-

tations may come up in the market, but as
you
value your life and health, be sure and get tho genuine Sherry Wine Ritters. See that the Portrait of
l»r. riarke and my/<t,-simile signatures ure upon
the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.

SOLD BY DEALERS IN

MEDICINES.

The

Jester's

Sermon.

.1, .*!,■)• shook hi.** I mod anil hells, and leaped
upon a i'liair,
laughed, the women screamed, and
p
--c.l their scented hair;
dc.ui whittled, staghoumls haye<l. thehtpi:■
'!><■: harked without,
nllion dropped the pitcher brown, the
conk railed at the lout!
Tic '-toward, counting out his "old, let pouch
and money fall,
\nd why? because the Jester rose to -ay grace
in the hall!
l

i:,

K/WILL BK FORFEITED BY Du. L,
DIX if failing to cure in less time! an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to all weather, with safe and pleasant med-

H
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cans, and
roared till they were red.
his
rolled
Pot -till the Jester shut his eyes and
witty head;
\ i: i when they grew a little still, read hall a
yard of text.
And, waving hand, struek oil tin* desk, then

I.el

no man halloo
t lie wood:

Oil

ale till lie is
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CHOICE IOWA LANDS.

State.
made tor cash or on oreun mV
Sa.e
1
enable any industrious man to pay 1
ot its crops.
These lauds are held under a dh “in ct t-■«>;>*
(ieneral iiovernmont, ami are not mortgag'd
cumbered in any way. Full warranty de*

V

So. i4 1*1 \ E NTR EET. \ EVt
I’UK II AN l>-HOOK of ILLINOIS SI
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l\v.> linos will c.
Ten lines will eost Si\t v I Mllars. Semi tor
A.hires.-* Old*, i’. ROW Kid.
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Agents, No. II I’ark lbe.v. N. v.
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Cloth
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-<ldier entered at the door.
And -tood within the dim tin -light,
I I'ring you tiding- of the tour,**
He -aid. “who left you for the light.”
< >"d hie-s you, friend." she cried, “speak on !
! 'or I '"-n heal il
one i- goner”
Wiileh one r”
“Ay. one i- gone,” he said.
“hear lady, he—your eldest son.”
A deathly pallor shot aero.-s
Her withered fare. She did not weep.
Hie said "It is a grievous loss,
Ihit hod gi\e- hi- beloved sleep.
What of the living—of the three—
And when can they eoim haek to me'”
I lie -oldier turned away hi- head :
“l.ady, your Ini-hand, too, i- dead.”
•'he put her hand upon her brow:
A wild sharp pain wa- in her eyes:
M \ hu-hand '. oh, «Jod help me now !”
t he -oldier shivered at her sight he task was h:ud r than lie
thought.
Your youngesT son. dear madam, h-mdit
i.at lib lather*- >i«!e ; both tell
I>ead by the bursting of a shell.”
slm moved her lips, ami vim-d to moan
Her faee had paled to ashen gray.
“Then on-1 i- left me—one alone,"
"he said, of lour who marehe<l away.
< »h
overruling, all wise < Jo-1,
llo\v enn I pa-- beneath Thy rod 1”
The soldier walked ii- i'ws the tloor,
1’a list'd at the window, at the door—
.1 the eold dew-drops from hi- eheek,
And sought the mourner's side again,
lima- more, dear lady. 1 must speak:
I hi- I a -1 remaining son was slain
lu-t ai the rinsing ol the light:
i'wa- Im who -ent me here to-night.”
< .od know-,” the man -aid afterward.
t he light itself was not so hard.”

W’ipi

A Hi..11 Ai.lin in', ok l'l.u tilts. The
Ci.1.1 Mill News ul' March 2Kth, tells Ilia
billowing story of Sandy Botvers :
lie was a Washoe millionaire (?) ill
V'-a;:'., ami went oil a lri|i to Kurope to see
the igliia: ninl while mi the steamship
the passengers took il into their lira.Is to
have some sport, so they made tip a
"pool” every day- -ten dollars each lor an
•■ante" -or hotting on the speed of the
el every twenty-four hours, the monv.
ey being placed in the hands ol the purser
of the vessel, who had instructions to pay
th. “pot” or amount ol money over to the
person who had guessed the closest as to
the number of miles the vessel had traveled within a given number of hourKach
person who put up ten dollars wrote on
a slip ol paper the number ot miles the
..I had tI'S' ele.l, pi teed it in an envelSeveral pools had
ope and sealed it.
been lost and won, i-ut Sandv Mowers
tailed evert time; so lie concluded to
play his party a “Washoe trick.” lie snrreplitiotlslv obtained “the ear” of the
chid engineer of the vessel, and slipping
a
“twenty" into his hand confidentially
asked him to tell him the true number of
miles the vessel had traveled within the
last twenty-four hours, to which the engineer agreed, but strictly in confidence.
“We have traveled 2110 miles exactly;
but l he folks on the ship will suspect us
il you put down the figures exactly, so
volt had better put itat247.”
“Allright,”
said Sandy, and up stairs he went to the
l’urser’s oliice, and found that all the
others had deposited their bets. lie accordingly made up bis figures by writing
on a slip ot paper the figures “20047,” and
sealing it. deposited it, with a “ten,” with
the l’urser, his name being on bis envellie then offered to bet ski,000 with
ope.
any passenger on board that lie would
win the* "pot," but there were no takers.
1 lit! J Ul'SCr Hull] UCerlUlllCd tilt! COITOCI
distance, and opening the envelopes, in
the presence ol' nil the-“sports,’’ handed
(lie “pot" In Suit Sandy 1 lowers, hut to

another passenger. Sandy remonstrated,
and asked how that could he—that he

had won anil not the other man, and asked the Purser to explain.
“Why, Mr.
liowers, you didn’t come within two thouIt was almost a year
sand miles of it."
before Sandy learned how lo write “it 17.”
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NATURE'S REMEDY
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FRAGRANT SAPOLIENE
Kid Cloves and all kind-

Cleans

Clothing;

remove^

Paint,<

<n

•.

«d

Tar,

without Ijic least injury to tin. lim
by Druggists and Fancy ‘.nods
OllAN'l SAPOLIKNK Ob. r P
York, It* La Sail*- St., Clridago.
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large commi i«• n to b o.n
new and wonderful invent ion a
Address M. \YA«.
M«:R & CO., Marshall, Mich.
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Wholesale
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or

Retail,
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confident Avill find

Styles
satisfactory.
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“Mr.
A local report of the period :
Collins of Hartford bought a ferocious
watch-dog. Mr. Collins came home, last
night, llis wife says that his trowsers
can’t lie mended. The dog’s skin is for
Mr. Collins hopes to lie aide
sale cheap.
to sit down in a few weeks.
The latest invention in advertising is
that of a Hartford, patent medicine man,
who has sheared his dog, and painted on
the animal Hie name of the universal
cure.

The house sparrows in New York are
knocking orioles and other birds out of

existence.

1)11 VNK 4L

EXHAWriO)! and the
K. whole Sexual Science in man and woman. S< ml
Box 2P‘.»o, Boston P. O.

stamp for pamphlet.

A

CARD.

A

Clergyman, while residing in South America as
missionary, discovered a sate and simple remedy
for the Cure ol Nervous
Weakness, Early Decay,
Diseases ol the Urinary and Seminal Organs, lid
the whole train of disorders brought on by baneful
a

and vicious habits. Croat numbers have been cured
by this noble remedy. Prompted by a desire to
benetlt the afflicted and unfortunate, I will
nd th
recipe tor preparing and using tikis medicine, in u
sealed envelope, to any one who nee ds ii, /Vrv a
charge. Address Jos. T. Inman, Station D, u.ihle
House, N. Y. City.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR

Grold. and.
i‘.i

liai, April

Bonds.
tip;

is:i.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
A Perfect Title Given !
-o—_
IN OUDKIt TO CLOSK A CONt"
corn,the Two Story House and L,
in Bocklaml, on South side of KockffliiiiC-":
Ptf * A,.land street, adjoining Benjamin
\_iirr-z:— KnotvlIonV, will be sold very low,
'Ihe house is
and possession given immediately.
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, live nr
.-ix minutes walk lrom the l’ost Ulliee, High School
and Churches, It contains sixteen finished rooms,
Cellar
numerous closets and other conveniences.
under the whole. The house is in good repair, has
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spacious cut ies, above ami below, all which are eleII is very suitable lor
gantly papered and painted.
a private dwelling, or for a Boarding House, and is
convenient lor one or two families. A perfect title
will be givi-n tree from all claims lo (lower. The
premises may be examined on application to Benj.
K now It on, < V to

1*

V,

PETER

TMACHER,

.1ENNKI I K I». HOUSTON
SABA II .1. IIOUS ION.
tt
April 3, is.'i.

conveyancing and

ex-

Anent of

Proprietors,

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR,
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
Earth Closet, which is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach ot all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means tor providing, in the house,
a
comfortable private elosot, affording comfort,
neatness and health. Prices $y to $35. Send for
Circulars to
to

buy

an

JOHN

Kai’lli Closet

1P'O
f n a r

Company,

POOR,

CORONER!
BELFAST, Maine.
tGo

1'.‘

DOANK ST.,

flOSTON,

A Hi. Ts

*?

Cleaned,

House.

TO

&^Macliias.
PER

Ir

REEK.

tl:i2

(’apt. CHAS. DEE KIND,
Will leave Mailroari Wiiarf. Portland, ewry
at 10 o’clock, or on
and
Evenings,
Friday
Tuesday
arrival of Express Train from Boston, (commencing
Mth inst.,) lor Kocklund, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,' Millbridge,
donesport and Machiasport.
Keturning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, (commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,)each trip trora June 110th to September 15th
Harbor,
STUDISTLJDItf.’H

SANFORD'S

Line!

Independent
FOR

BOSTON & LOWELL
-o-

TRIPS PER

WEEK.

»/

hemists.
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“A penny saved is

I

penny earned.”

a

1st «U uny
on or before tinplaced upon interest even
uul in.
and Nov.-mt.i
in •line
ink>ann
and Di
Deposits received dai!v it I,. 1! in kill .r K • ia.
I I* M
.Satunlav- troin
from \> to 1A M ami
uto L'A.II.
:
A
I*.
A r U NCI
JOHN II. 01 I Min !
iti
lie!last duly i::. 1-.
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nKl’OSITS
month, will
Suite
month,
.May
exrept
llagie
Computed ujion the
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ITCH!!

TETTR!
m il!!!
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railing

by all Druggists and country stores.
HIESKKEI., Proprietor, Hangor, Me.
G. C. Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents,
Han
over Street, Boston, Mass,
Price
cents pei
Box,
lyrtll
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I* eI rad. and tit'- A
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every re-met with all lie- modern .nija
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wide. Also a good assortment of
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1 will warrant tin ab>
goods to be
ijtiali: v and will sell at h.w pii<<-. #*>-«'all it
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Remedy For

A.

RHEUMATISM !

LUCE,

S.

at

Attorney
Alt bn-in*1-,

prompt

Myalgia is derived lrom two words, one meaning
muscle, and the other pain or p.m_, it then-tore
muscle pain.
Among the medicines for lthcumntnm, WIND'S

alt. lit

M

entrust.-.'.

r.e-r

ui.

Law,
A/,.
'/■

ii,

block

Halford

Myalgic liniment, Mjalgic Pills
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MYAFHIC 1 INIMF.VI and MYAFlilC I’ll I.>
stand far ahead of all others, none even approxi

I male a
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lnYlg-.r.ib.rofih
mutter and
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all
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poisonous

i;us

are

not

other means anil
I -.i111 of repair.

the Mini or.no.

oil-!'

1
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Wing

Nil. is I'lhlillll Utilise

I'nr I !i(l:ii:iiii:<iory :: ml (' It ronic U
lism ami
l>yspi*i»**i?i or iuilicc'iioiii
lit lions, I£ (‘mil (Mil :: u*l«til ermit I on I Fevers,
lllseases til tiicliioml, Lixti. Ii. id im\\s, a ml
mo
srBladder. these Hit tors liaw been mo
-l
Vilinft*;!
in!.
Siirli Diseases a:
d
;;r
t
r-.dimed
is
.my.
by
Blood, which generally
of tin! Digestive Organs.
INDIGESTION, H al
DYSPEPSIA Oil
Tightness u the
ache, Pain in the Shots! der
Chest, Dizziness Sour Eruel ations f th** Stomach,
Had taste, in the Mouth, U.lions Attacks Palpitation
of the II. u t, Inflammati* a f tli 1 ui::r- Pain in the
legions of the Kidneys and a humir* d other paintul
®ymploms, are the <>il.-j rin.• -«*i Pyspeo.-oi.
They invigorate the Stomaeh and stimulate ihe lor•■[ u;ic,|i;all« 1
pidliver and bowels, which render ‘on
efficacy in cleansing the blo. d i*a!l impuritcs and
v.-h.
th**
t->
life
and
new
system.
vigor
imparting
*a.i
FOlt SKIN DISEASES, Ernpf,-,-.Tett.
ub
.P- 1*. < .rlihemn, Blotches. Spots, Pimples, Pud
felly s. I .ry
buucles. Itin;:-Worms, Scald Head
•las. Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations oflhe. Skin, Ilumor.,
and Diseases of thcSkin, of whatever nan, or nature,
are literally dug up and carried out oftla: v-i*- n in a
short time by the use ofthese letters. One bottle in
such cases will convince the m- -u incredulous of their
curative effect.
United Flood whenever yon i::f i's
Cleanse the
impurities bursting through the skin in Pimple.-, Eruptions or Sores cleanse it when you 11ml it obstructed
foul,
anil sluggish in the veins; cleanse it when it
anil your feelings will tell you when. Keep the bl
follow.
wll
of
ti
e
the
health
and
system
pure
the
1*1N, TAPE md other WORMS, lurking in
system of so many thousands, are effectually destroy
eil and removed. For full direction.-, read can tully
1 t"ul ^i!l
the circular around each bottle, print I
h.
guages—English, Berman, French an 1 -ini
.1. WA1.KEB, Proprietor. K. II. M*T>‘>N Al.P & CO.,
lieiinist-

s
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Full direction- accompany each arti-
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1- an utisurpasseil healing Vegetable I ■11 ■ ti. 1»• ■
from stain, and its healing properties are -m n, tn
if once one becomes acquainted with tli-m, tiny will
For Chapped Hands, Pirna 1 wavs k« « p it on ham!.
pics on the Fuce.Sore Ups, Sore Fyi t.and I esion.is the most
ot Cutaneous and Mucous surface-,
positivr cure. Among all the medicines tor Catarrh.
nothing approaches tin' benign action .>t till- ap
It quickly restores the glands ot tin
{dication.
inucoin membrane ed tin na.-al cavitn s to a normal
No family should !><• without it
and healthy action
a

<

I’l'ti" \

I11.

PHENOLINE,

WING’S

Sljllillf.

.irsr

put up in rolls, litted for family use, and no family
-liould be without it. Its healing properties are tin
'-quailed by any Salve ever before in use. Its adb
!
iive qualities are such, that it cannot-be washed
<'t exposed surfaces, like wounds on the hands, ,\r,
>! m
It immediately sooths and removes the pain
inflamed Sore, and quickly puts an end to all synq
turns of malignancy. Try it and you will m-vi
willing to be without it.
Is

>nd 'he

T

«

M A D I)OCK’S

preventing

person <• i:i 1i* th
and remain Ions;
S100 will 1*.'

tirni

tin* b

BOOTS & SHOES

rivalry.

FAIN of Kheumatisni fadt * aw:<\ oytlir in
ut this 1 miment *o rapidly ami so permanently that
everyone who has used it, is astonished at it* sab.
tary eil'eets.
Ala. IF FI FFS restore all the s creiionflu
and cleanse the blood, making a comph t* cure ami
1 rs tlietn. Sold
a return ol the disease.
fiy all Druggists.

>

LEWISTON,

THREE

Belfast
NOW

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.

Di

mth/fit

DLl t,v.l"ds 1

-M l.

by

111i-• will known and favorite Hotel lia» recently
lieeu renovated, remodeled and furnished new ami
elegantly throughout. It is kept on lie- European
plan, and has ample nceoinodation lor tour hundred
gue
1'lie location is more accessible to all parts ot New
York and Brooklyn than any other house in tin*
city. The ltroadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines ot street ears,
one of which intersects every other route in New
* ork.
It being but two blocks lrom Fulton Ferry, makes
it convenient for those wishing to visit the ‘City of
Churches,” as from this Ferry diverge all the principal railroad routes in the city of Brooklyn.

PRESSED,

LINE

TItIPM

pric

Belfast, Maine.

United Stales

>

J
j

Dr. Dow*, since Is M, having confined his whole attention to an office practice tor the cure of Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from S A. M. to0 P. M.
W.».
Boston, July
Iyr3

i

the lowest market

Cor. EULTON AND WATER STS
IS \ u Ki:lton Fkui-.y, M'.VV YOttli.

&e.,

amination of titles ot Beal Estate; The payment
ot taxes; or Tin collection and investment ot money ; I he purchase ami sale ot Lots and Bands in the I
city of Saint I’aul, or elsewhere in Minnesota.
Owing to the great and constant rush of emigra- I
tion to .Minnesota with >>t. l’aul: t the centre of the
Bailroad and Commercial System ot tin* North
West, real estate in this vicinity i< rapidly rising In
value, oilering splendid inducements for tlie investment of capital.
Money freely commands high in- I
terest, with lirst-class security on real estate mortFurther information given without charge, j
gages.
iu addition to her usual landing at So. West
to all desiring it.
For further particulars inquire ot BOSS &
Post Office address,g 17 I- .1 Third Street, Saint
\ ANT, 17‘J Commercial Street,Ur CYRUS
[
Minnesota.
tt‘f-4
Paul,
! \ ANT, General Agent.
!
Portland, May, 1871.
(M I T M O U

I»B. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. 7 Endicott street, Boston, i*? consulted daily lor all diseases
incider.t to the female system, Prolapus Uterior
Falling of the Womb, Finer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy red id
guaranteed in a few days. So invariably certain is
the now mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under It, ami the afflicted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the curr t diseases of women than any other physician .n Boston.
Boarding accommodations tor patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a few days under his treat-

|
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Mt. Desert
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1‘ractienI ami

WING’S

Sacks,

INSIDE
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Special attention paid

d
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A V Kit

SOLD isV

Also

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

the Premises.

No. 2 Kimball Block.
Ilockland, dan. 'S,t ls71.

THIS IS TO WARN ALU PERSONS again t
purchasing a promissory note given by me to one
Ira Brown, hailing from Providence, R. I. The note
was obtained under la Kao pretences and payment will
be resisted. This note was given the •."Ml day ol Nov.
l»ro.
THOMAS C. MlTCilKEU.
3wW*
Troy, May 21,1671.
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For sale

Ladies T

DYED. CLEANED, &

To Females in Delicate Health.

and Prices

“Tine

particulars
5120, Mew York.

can

Dresses,

j

SI yh.

with

C A MONTH Horse and < 'arriage inrnMu d.
11. Shaw, Alfred, Ale.

Address Box

You

-S.l/XT I’JI'L. Minnesota

ami (1 :i 1’iinMiis ol' Urn [Attest

J Expenses paid.

stamp

Ladies!

TWO

■

\ t.

testimonials.

|

PROPRIETORS,
St., x,

us

5

.Du IS

;

I

a

ULOOU.

reputation this excellent medicine enjoys.
'' derived from its cures,
many <>f which are trulr
marvellous.
Inveterate
cases of .Scrofulous disease, where the system
seemed saturated with
corruption, have been
puntied and cured by it.
scrofulous afltM tions and
disorder-. which were ngKruvatcd l>v the scroiiiI*»ii contamination until

KI v -.!
la .Scald Head, Ringworms, Ub-ers. P.un,
Salt Rheum, ohillblains, Scalds, Pimples, Blotches,
Frosted l imbs, Inilained Eyes, Piles, and all F.rup
tion.s of the Skin
Also goo.I tor Ncrutche- on
horses.
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.

lH->

lir-lfast, April .‘ii, ls?l.

retail

ID It!

—

a

Till!
if

Oil/

TETTER! TETTER

W. T. COLBURN.

pal

Sacks

Ladies’

a

VA1IAMEE, if*. II.,

hand.

MTEAREH

!

successfully
treats all classes of Chronic and Acute Diseases.
JW.
tor circular containing
Send
and

on

Without ripping, also with the trimmings on,
Wi: OFFER FOB SALK T1IK
GENT’S GARMENTS THE SAMI..
Iv.istirn sections of lot No. 1-*, in
tin- lii I division of lots in Scar.or
lliis section will extend
porl.
lrom the b ty to the northern exat run
tremity ot said lot No. 1embrac
ing tillage, pasture and woodland.
It contains about
acres, and is
well watered. On this lot is an
E. BARBIER & CO.,
Orchard of ^ oung Apple Trees.
North of the hav
road is one ot the finest building spots between Bel- <Mice at B. E. WEI.US’S Fancy Hood Store, No, 1?
fast and Searsport. This land is about three miles i Main Street, Belfast-.
Guio.’W*
troni Belfast bridge, atnl about two mites from

terms Cor

WILL FAY

<

Findings constantly

or

(

u r i:

Bags.

F. HYDE & CO.,

Searsport Village.
For Terms Apply to

j

Trunks, Valises, and Travelling

Small Farm for Sale.

Searsport,

<

entitled

Ami all kind of

wholesale

S

No. GO Main St.
Feb. 11, 1871.

Calf Skins. Splits. Lash.

Steam.

incom-

nr;

*»■ RlFi nt.

FOH

A. J. IIARRIMAN & CO.,

stand,

■

VIT AXTBH.-A 11 <1- sirous of bettering tlo-ir
W
condition, all who desire to leak.- mourn. in
connection with other business if you clrno-.- -h
posing of an article entirely new. nothing el the
kind belore the public. A rare chance lor live, •mrgetic persons. For full particulars and in*!rueTi"n-.
address, inclosing fifteen cents ai.d -lamp. II
HKKT C. SUXDKUI.AND, Lock lb:,, r..... ib.-w
deuce, It. I.

r A T TP

l

i Kid Gloves

her

Iricinls ami

<
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t

GARDINER

<

field,

ll ICO

At

:lY

va r.K i.

Hull Stmt.

BLOCK,

SOLE

II...
\T M
Di:. L. It. n.AKML's \ ie: lAll.l
b>
ISiTTKits av n certain cut e lor Female Si. kn
taking a wine-glass hall lull before gritnm
beil in the morning. Delicate l.adi.•- wi’.i bid u m
a day.
great service by using it tlm or four tin.n ear. tbPersons addicted to too much drinking
tin
P.ilM
habit
or
mlortunate
disease, by taking
in smalt doses, several time- a day. S<d«l by .di d.a!
ers iu medicines.

\ t I

I

l .»r use in connection with Iho ELIXIR TA II is
combination of tin I’WO most valuable ALTEKATI\E Medicines known in the Frotcssion, and
lenders tlii- Fill without exception the very best
ever ollered.
S. nd tor Circular .d IMI^HIl 1! (IIWA
to your Druggist, or to

IM

bPRING and
SUMMER.

I> A 1
ro BS
Addr•e
A.

t?M* AO*F.
1,1 A«.V

J

|

where may be lound a very large and well selected
stock ot the above articles, embracing about, every
variety and style in the Market. II< invitee Ids old
customers and all others in want ot anything in tinSHOE line to give him a call before purchasing.
A good stock ot

THE COMFOUND

L

lias

SlO R1,,

of

...Ml

hi' custuniei’s that

inh

ill :.li

BISHOP S0UL£*o

111

A

TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,

>
|
s.d.:
I
1 PA

hi

■

Bhnaors

n. 11. JOHNSON

Invented by tlie late 151s11<*t■ Sm t.i i~ eiv,
iait
revolution in the cure ot S< i.m i* \, Km;
Ni-.t-i;Al<;ia, lvinxm and Si-in\i. c<»mi-i.ain
S<»t:!•: Tiikoat, SritMNs. Kc. 'l’be <-are-by it are almost beyond beli. b 'IT v m, u .■ notlii
else, and you will be cured. It i- tin
that tiraulful ifisruse, Scin/i -a.
1 •»111 •.
For sale by Druggists, price I.
\V. 11Y DFli x SON, Proprietor*, ib.-ion. .Ma

A
OE njk.'IO
WE
E\or allow

No. ,'S 01TV

For IX IIA I.ATF >X without application ol' HEAT.
A remark.dily \ Aid A l'.I.E dUoovery as the ivh.de
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ve iling the secret ol the business to no one.
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OWN If road war. .lien 4 ork.
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is built upon a rock, and has an
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A man purporting to he “just two hours
from Ileaven,” has appeared in Schenectady. As nobody there expects to visit
such a locality his reception was not over
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Masculine Function."
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Nothing like il has
belore been written. Its language i- unmistnkabh
its ton? is the highest; its diction the purest. The
d emand will be immediate and immense. We want
a Lire Agent lor eaeli town and city, without delay.
Wi ite lor circulars
Single copy sent prepaid for
with testimonials, lull contents, t< nn Na\, to <; <».
M. Smith it Co., I’ub’rs, Boston, Mass.
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Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

has the name Peruvian
Sviu v,\\(not “Peruvian Hark,1’) blown in the glass
A .T,'page pamphlet^sent-, free.
J. 1*. DLNdMumj
Proprietor, bO Dey St..- New York.
Sold by ail Druggists.
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this particular branch ol the treatment of all dis
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eases peculiar to females, is now conceded by all.
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he < omilry.
For llir < il>.
(both in this country and Europe, > that he excel.all other known practitioners in the sale, speedv
I u* \V*ilkii»fir,
For Ui.liii!-.
and effectual treatment ot all temale complaints.
!’• »i* 1 iimliii:r,
For l-'i.-liiii:
II is medicines are prepared with the expnpurpose ot removing all diseases, such as debility,
mii.i* ii%
!>i:4i,i:its m idweakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement ot
the womb, also discharges which tlow from a morVi ibi;ii S'.
bid state of the Mood. The Doctor is now tally
See that every one bear tin* I’;it«• ut Stamp.
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases ot the temale sex,
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purpo-e, common wear or dress, to
call and take the great advantage we
111'
11. m iii tld' Sal.
at CltLATL^
The assortment is
lU'rl ji i*i; Ic 1 ;s.
v
laroe and l ilts 1' CLASS, and
O',, ut mu-d eourte-y will he shown
;i who eome tor inspection.
We have .1 ew ot the
CL LI Lit A 1 KD

A woman near Nashville, in attempting
to separate a couple of roosters who were
having some little unpleasantness between
them, was spurn'd in the arm by one of
the birds, from the clients of which she
died the same evening. Her death so
a Quoted her husband that he also expired
m a few hours afterward.

cordial.

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
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observation.
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one of the most valuable natural ni'Micin.
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refer
world.
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great
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(iennany, to which thousands .d to d\ n ;<■!
-nal
billions, the rheumatic, and Ur- victim-n>m
t>»11•
diseases resort annually. and return
:!o
so-•onvalcsceiit or cured. The Aperient
e !
nee.
I:;!
ib •1
lirsl and by l'ar till ill
a! .t
made to reproduce, in a portable form. )!:•■ »•
mineral waters of Knrope. ****«• liiat »«*:» pinarticle*.
diit«« only tl»«*

cians -many of whom consult him in critical cases,
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, and

Morrill Chief!

CUTTER,

EXPERIENCED
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entitled SEX UAL 1*11 YSfUl.t Mi ^ OK WOMAN,
AND IlF.lt DISK.ASKS; or, Woman m:i:.ukimh;
l'li YSIOl.lM I< AI.I.V AM) 1'A 1 11**1 IM.U \! .1.4 lrom
m-\Ini am v to Ui.ii A- r. with elegant li t
T1YK Em.BAVINS.
page.- In.mill ill I e:i lit it’ll
French cloth. 1‘rico $i,00.
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Transparent aiul char as crystal, it will not soil !
the linc.'t tabric—pert*«:!ly b A 1 I., Cl FAN and FF
F1CIKNT -desideratum* l.oN'i SOUGH I fuR
ami found a i fast
nit n.-tores and prevents tin. ll.tir from becoming
Cray imparts a solt, glossy appearance, remove-.
Dandruff, is cool and refreshing to the heu !, check*
t he Hair from falling off, and restores it to acre a
extent when prematurely lost, prevent* Headache-,
cures all Humors, cutaneous eruptions, and aun it
!
ural Heat. AS A DRESSING FOKTIIM H\1R
II IS I HU lilisT AIM 1C UK !N THE MARKET.
1>K. G. SMITH, Patentee, Groton .Jun.-.ion,
Mass. ITepured only by PROt I Kit BROTHERS,
Gloucesh r, Mass, The Genuine is put up in a pan- ! cured in such great numbers in .dum-t v.
in
I, )<■ I to
ini Lottie, made expressly lor li, with the name of j lion ol' Hie country, that t!i.- public
be informed ol' it- virtues or iims,
the article blown in tlie glass. Ask your Druggist
Scrofulous pois'.n
.me <.f the mo t destmcliv-*
tor Nature’s Hair Restorative, and take no other.
enemies ol‘our race. Often, this unseen ami unlelt
fl)®" Unclose a three cent tamp, and send for “Treatenant ol the orgam.-m undermines the ..
tise on ti e Human Hair, ’which is worth $51)0.00 to
and invite- the attack of enfeebling m fatal disease.-..
(inios’La*
any person.
\v ithout exciting a
suspicion of its presence. Again,
it seem to breed infection throughout the l>.».|,, an 1
Buy rao, oud I’ll do you Good.” then, on some favorable occasion, rapidly develop
into one or other of its hideous forms, either on the
surface or among the vital*. In tin- latter, tuberin:. I.ANOl.KVs
t ies may be suddenly deposited in the lungs »u
heart, or tumors formed in the liver, 01 it .-mows
its presence by eruptions on the 'kin, or foul ulcer
aliens on sotm part of the body, lienee the oc a
This medicine is, without me possibility ot a doubt,
sional iim* >t a bottle ol llii Sorsn/,/triffu i- ad
the vc y best remedy known for the following and
all kindred diseases
Indigestion < '.stireness, / ir> | visa Me, even -\ lien n<» aetive sympt mis ot tli-»a•
anpear. I’er.oic atlliel d with tin loj|..\\ mg < I,tn
diitplaiht, rites, llnulnrhe, Heartburn, Dyspepsia,
alls lind ininidi.-t. relief, and
I)i. .incss. Scrofula, Salt Ilheum, l.anyuor, /.a .tints.
a
pl.imt- g.-n.-i
J‘.| Jfi /
length,, in- o ihe u-e ol the s.l
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach, ye.
If.isr or /.'ri/sipelu
By the timely use ol this imoiciue the blood is j I.A: St. I nthomj's /■'» /•»
Tetter, Suit Itheutu, Scultl Until, Jiiiiyirorm.
purilied. The appetite is restored. 1 he system is
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. The breath j Sore 1'Jiim, Sorr TJars, and other emotion-. .<i
visible forms of SeroJ'ulous cli.-ease. Also in the
is sweetened. The complexion i- beautilied.
And
more concealed forms, athe general health is
ni/sprpsiu, Urojtsy.
Heart Disease, fits, f »i
Irj/s 1/, \
and the \arious f ferrous affection.:, of the mu'sRE S T O It E 1 )
lar and nervous
stems.
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1 ti •’! i’h
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composition of this Remedy, making it a simple i an-"•fi"'
omv.l by it, though a l.mi; I ini** is required ! a
and safe, as well as an unfailing cure lor all diseases j
subduing the.se obstinate maladies In any medicine
of the blood.
Hut b>m? eontiiiui <1 use t tins m.•• in ine will cure
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Roston.
For sal ! the complaint. L> tieorrhn,, or Whitt
s, f ferine
linos!!
l Iterations, and fenmh liiseam s, ire
by all Druggists.
n
tnonly soon reheveil and ultimately euivd bv n
purifying and invigorating llV- t. ‘Minute I fin
turns for each ease are found in our .Mmanae, -up
tlheumatism and Unut, when
jilted grab-.
eau-ed by aeetii.sulations of extraneous matters
in the blood,
1 d ouiekly to it. as al-o l.irei
foin/ilaints, I or/iiaiti/, f olii/estion or lnjtam
ination of the Liver, an<\,hmn<liee, when an in:
athe;, often do. from the rankling poisons in tie
blood. I'li
.s I ns II’ lltl/.I.i is a great r<
bn- the strength and vigor of the system.
sjorer
Tho-. wii
are l.anifiiitl and / isthss, JJes/inn
dent, Sleepless, ami I IS m ded U ll .\erf-ons I/I
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symptom iiie .,i Weakness, will tlnd immediate
relief and eonvim-mg n id- me
f :» iv iwratinpower upon trial.
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A IBook for Ev ei\vl>o«ly.
Flattered l»y the reception of, and great demaml
lor, the above valuable and timely treat e, and
to meet a great need of tin* present age, the authoi
has just published a new book, treating exclusively
l'KAM I.S,
la"
of NEKYOI'S AND MENTAL DISEASES,
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
pp. cloth. Price .si.on, or skn r iui;k on receipt ol
who know but little ot the nature ami character of £:i lor the other two books, postage paid.
exto their cure. Some
These are beyond all comparison, the most extraSpecial Diseases.ami less
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,
hibit forged Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges,
ordinary works on Physiology ever published.
never existed in any part oi the world; othThere is nothing whatever that the Mai:uiki» oi:
hi\ ite tbe attention of the Trade to their extensive which
ers exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
Simii.i:, ot Kith i:i: Si x, can either require or wish
;.'-ortmeut of the above goods, of (heir aim j/nbliunknown; not only assuming and advertising in to know, but what is fuily explained, and many
<tit i mi, vwnttfactnre am! iinyortutu>u,
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to turmatters ot the most important and interesting
Al.-o,
ther their imposition assume names ot the colt brut
character are introduced to wliieli no allusion even
o-l physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
PHOTO LAN 1 LKN SLIDES
ean be found in any other works in our language.
\v Disi o\ i-.nn.sot the author, wlroseexAll the N
NOSTIiUM-MAK
ERS,
QUACK
perience is such as probably never before fell to the
ERA 1*11 OS('OPES, through false certificates and references,and recomlot ot any man, are given in lull. N<> person should
who
the
dead,
mendations of their medicines by
bo without these valuable books.
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r vi*. i. k
V
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medical
F. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
to further their imposition, copy from
valuable medical works published by the Peabody
and ef601 Bkoahwav, New Yoke,
These books are of actual merbooks, much that is written of the qualities
Institute.
Medical
fects ot diil'erent herbs and plants, and ascribe all
ic, and should find a place in every intelligent famiOpposite Metropolitan Hotel,
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, &c„
not
the
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cheap order of abominable
ly, They
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most ot which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
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but now known to kill more titan is eured,” and
responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as
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a source of inst n et ion on vital matters, concerning
1 he important
which lamentable ignorance exists.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
subjects presented are treated with delicacy, ability,
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
and care, and, as an appendix, many useful preThrough the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, scriptions for prevailing complaints are added.”
upon Mkritkt,
knowing no other remedy, he relies
[Coos Republican, Lancaster, N. II.
and gives it to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &e.,
“'The author ol these books is on ot the most
so the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds to
learned and popular physicians ot t ie day, and is
his so-called Extracts,Specifics, Antidote, &c.,both
entitled to the gratitude of our race : >r these invalrely in upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred,
uable productions. It seems to be hi aim to induce
it is trumpeted in various ways throughout the land. ; men and women to avoid the cause ol those diseases
but. alas ! nothing is said of the balance, some ot j to which they are subject, mid If ells them just
whom die, others grow worse and are left to linger how and when to ijo it.” | Chronicle, Farmington,
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STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
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engaged in treatment ot Special Diseases, a fact so
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flieii loud they laughed, tie* fat cook's tears ran
down into the pail:
fiie steward shook, that lie was forced to drop
the hriming can:
And then again the woman sen ami d. and every

the

in" <1 -1»

nl

F

i

iaio.oix

preaching, eur-ed the thief it he pu.f
ding in his sleeve i.
l
i'sh for sprats with golden hooks is foolish,
by Vour leave,—
1
travel wdl.—all ass's ears, ape's face, hog's
mouth, and ostrich legs.
IP
i
not care a pin for thieve-who limps
about and hogs.
P
Pways tirsl man at a least and last mail at a
fray:
skori way round, in spite of all, i- still the
longest way.
W a n the hungry curate licks the knife, there's
not iiiie ii for the clerk ;
H ie ii the pilot, turning pale and sick, looks up
—the storm grow s dark.**

From

FOLLOWING REASONS:
The ROLLERS are of large size and Best
Quality of White Rubber, and are secured to their
.Shafts in t he most permanent manner, by the Moulton Process.
•jd. The SPIRAL COflS u.-ed on this Wringer
gi\ <':• the utmost ease and steadiness in working,
and will not throw out of gear.
lhe ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily
adiu-ts thi Machine to tubs of any size or thickness
fastening the whole width of the Wringer.
1th. SIMPLICITY,STRKNCTII,and BEAL TV
are combined in this Machine, with all the requisites
oi a lir-l-cla: s Wringer.
Price as low as other standard N\ ringers.

9

1st.

through

The fi in.

Word

OFFICE,
Street, Uoaton, Jla**».
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his otlice is
Wo. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
aoeount can any person hesitate applying at his

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE

<

Chicago. Rock Island, ami Pacific
Company.

o

sermon

and

<1

FRIVATE MEDICAL

..xceedingty

on

tUTV

1

fi

PORTER,

ALE,

w

21 Euriicott

l.i

ho w ill not when he may, iniM tarry w hen
lie should.
who
lie
laughs ai crooked nu n should need
he very straight:
he w ho once has won a name may lie abed
till eight!
''I ike haste to purchase lion -e and land, he very
low to Wed ;
ue cur d needs no painter's brush, nor moil
he daubed with red.

why? because the motley fool

every

working d

n

<1

mi. I.. i»i X

tor deal h or
during tin

poiiey-holdci

Ale, Mineral Waler,
Ginger
SODA AND SYRUPS.

f>

vousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
botii;sexes, single or married.

SPIRAL GEAR.

\r last i.
The TRU-KLBKS Ufk asi> Amin
all tin
ANTE Company, of Hartford, Conn., grants
u-ual form of UI'E and *SIM*W«nT
favoral.l.- Mm. A in

w

An

1 \Y»

\V. 11. Forba-di

11L.AUD,

&

MANUFACTURERS

PUBLISHED BY THE

Ladies.

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and Body;
Dimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Ner-

Hartford, Connecticut, \

on

its

to

injury by accident, for
past seven years.

perplexed,

lie is

i’anYj of

SITUATIONS,

Single

Incident to Married and

Insukanti.

ii>i.sr

being paid
1 i: \\
1
by the terms of the policy.
paid NEVEI Ul'H'IHIKfit WOLLiil**

i». or 'inners all,” the fool began, “man's life
is hut a jest,
A drealil. :t -liadoW. biibhle. air. a Vapor at the
he<t.
Pi a thousand pounds .a law i lind not a -inI•
ounce of love:
•. : iin*! man killed the
parson's cow in 'hooting at the dove:
I ic fool that eats till he is h i, inn -t i.c-t till lie
i- well:
fiie u'.moi who .am ilatter nio-t will hear awav
the belle.

lie

An

and

FAIRBANKS

HE3SOES TO

(SK

Manhood, Womanhood, & RESTORATIVE!
Nervous Diseases,
b
M

Their effects and consequences;

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND

Curry, victims of the Now Hamburgh
K lilroud accident; $ >.000 on tli*; into
IJ. Blake,mayor ot Worcester la.
m
t hi.
on the late S. 11. Tawis,.
mi l
1 the
VI. All those accidents pecurr.
Alban
insurance was pah!, within three
it
about sixty day
claim

played with the heron's plume, tie
ard with his chain.
and laugh-

one

Like

$>0,000

The huller drummed upon the hoard,
< d with
might and main :
The grooms h« at on their mental

frown, d like

O F

IViEIV —Tilt- TltAVKt.

non ^

Moses Fairbanks & Co.

E. A I E

HABITS,

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY

NATURES

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

llti

ill

It hasawid. range of application. The surt* and
most immediate relii-t from pain,
hulisp* nsihle tor
Colds, Cough, lMarrlue, Dy.-entery, Cholera, Ac.
Made expressly for those who want the best, and
None others need buy.
know alter they get it.
Kvcry person ought t# have it, whether at home or
abroad. Sold by all Druggists.
March 30, Is: 1.
lyrUs

111

l

IMt

Bella:

♦rCALL AND
Beifkst, May u>, ir.ri.

For l’uin.

(.

11

I AN
ll>

t

S F E
.«■»»

ii. ii. Funnies

SHOE STORE!
No. 1 ** Main Slivri,

Rare Chance for Sale

Is

A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND
IN

III!
I’.EST
buy your

AN 1* CUT: Vl'l-

l

s

I'i At

I

ID

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,

SKAKSPOKT, ME,

There you will timi the l.iinv-t
t«•
ment (and the cheapest jiri•

>1

u

I'--i

1 t lrom in t h
rnill. WK1.I. KNOWN, Meumport lluiue
city.
:u -I
I three stories high, finished in Modern Style,
Custom work done in th.- /
ow. '!
ii•
AIr. |
I and containing :tf> or more large and convenient
best slm k, it the
(tone in the best manner uni at Shot I Notire.
; rooms, is now otiered for sale. Attached is a stable
nearly new, 40x70, both House and Stable abundant- j
1 n i/ /■'
i
\
*
/>
/.'
/•;:
jni
2u7*
The I.IVF.R* STUCK,
1 ;l1*' | ly supplied with water.
Can
Ac. d
Diuggi t.; and tie
lv
tin H. H. FORBES.
to Hi Horses, Caniages. Harnesses, Robes, &.
luitast, Nov.
t. .*■. w iOik.
a
1 ”1 an l:d '.mi lie
I will also be sold.
AM> IlEAl.KKM.
This Hotel is the only l*ubllc House, in tbe pi.a
fjfSOl.D UV Aid. Pltldiiil-is situated in the central part of nearsport, at tin
head ol Penobscot Hay, one of the most beiiutnul
bays in the world for fishing and sailing, which 1
renders Searsport a line summer resort, one that
has already become very popular with, the traveling
) SO RI
increapublic, and whose patronage i- constantly
Received daily trom Portland, l»y
ing. Fine roads afford every facility, for pleasure
>

*»

■

s

Oil ami alter

FRIDAY, April H, the

■

STEAMER

rf&rnx

'CAMBRIDGE,

L

Capt.
AND

P.

Johnson,

STEAMER

KATA H DIN,
Capt. H. S. RICH,
Will leave Belfast for Boston, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and Fit I DAY, at ,* o’clock, 1*. M.
RETURNING—Will leave Boston every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at 5 o’clock, 1*. M.

Fares and

Freight

FRESH ATSO

and for sale by the PIXT. <||! .4 »IT or »
L04. AlsoPriirkern, Piekiew. Heti'lm|i<i.
besides a^ood assortment ol lruit and confectionery.
lc\l door to tin* Court Hou*«*

Belfast, Maine.

3211.

and Portland Steamer tail tun daily
within six miles ot Railroad communication with
daily trains for Boston and Portland. One ot the
mo-t desirable locations in Maim*, lor the Hotel
and summer resort, sold on account of business in
California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate
attention.
Full particulars as to terms of sale &c., on application to the proprietor.
\V. 11. MATH F.WS, Searsport, Me.

SEWING

Belfast, April 14, 1871.

MACHINES!

STEAMSHIP

T II K

ALLIANCE,

iim i;m! lint;

Capt. T. It. SHUTE,
regular trips, leaving Boston
o’clock, 1*. M., for TENANT’S
HARBOR, LINCOLNV1LLE, BELFAST,connecting with the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad,
SANDY POINT, BUCKSPORT, WlNTEltPORT,
Will resume her
every Thursday at 2

Returning—Will leave Bangor Monday at 8 o’clock
A. M., touching as above.
The ALLIANCE Is In line sea-going order, having
new Boiler, Shalt, &c., and being thoroughly repaired throughout.
38
ROSS G. LEWIS, Agent.

FIRST

^Boston

Edward Cross,

CJEO. Cl. WKLDi. A *;«**» t.
t!24

Belfast & Moosehead L.R.R.

D,

Reduced!

and BANGOR.

A First Class Investment.

WSTERS!

’MACHINES
FOR

S.II.K

IT

Carle & Morison s
Belfast,
HARDWARE STORE,

Me.

Ftf-Also needles, oil and all t ho lit tings for both
t!35
constantly on hand.

Machines kert

EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE IT.

DR. GUILMETTE'S

MORTGAGE BONDS

frillK. attention of persons making inventin. nt
.X. ol money is called to tin ab *v. \.n .l. ->11ul> 1
at
i\
security. The Bonds run tor twenty v.ui
percent, interest in gold, and :u; seeured ui■<*i*
n.-arh
the roadbed ot the corporation, whieli
nine hundred thousand dollar'-. I he w lode amount
ot these bonds to b<- i'Sii.-.l is limited to on.- hun.l
red and litly thousand dollars •■:**■!» bond bearing
trustees that ii is a pur
a certilicate of one of the
tiou ot the said limit* d amount
The money markets ot the world do not present
a better or safer securit y.
sale on liberal
These bonds aft now otter i I
terms.
Apply to W. f. CO I. HI' UN Treasurer.
Belfast dune 1. Ib7",
47ft
>

Extract, of Juniper,
As a delicious tonic healthful, and curative for all
diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Nervous Debility, &c., it is unrivalled. To Females It is especially recommended for
all irregularities of the menses, and disorders peculiar to their system, as it can be used with perfect
safety. In malarious districts it is a great preventive ot Fever and Ague.
Ciias. S. Faui.kneu, Wholesale Agent,
*ioBarc!ay-st., New *01*.
Sold by S. A. HOWES & CO., Belfast, Mr.
:trn43

NKW

Blacksmith

Shop.

RLOlMiKTT, ha\ inc
hiiyselt in Ids m-\v ISrlck
i
Shop,opposite I-. A. Knowltou
Ins
*. A.
lo call'd

old
Co’S. Store, would inform
customers and the needy public, tied
u»
til''. mi um
ready to attend to an jonin# Ship work and general repairing.
1131
Belfast, Feb. 8, IK i.
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